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Abstract 

Wind is a fast growing energy resource and the demand for clean energy is increasing with growing 
interests from media, governmental institutions and the public (EWEA, 2004). The increased 
interest towards the wind energy market has led to a more competitive environment where it is 
crucial for a project developer to select projects most likely to succeed, in terms of profitability, 
among alternatives on the market. To enable such selection, an evaluation process is often applied. 
Furthermore, traditional evaluation processes are often performed at completion of a project where 
an early indication of a project’s potential profitability is often missing (Samset & Christensen, 
2015). At the early phase of a wind energy project the multiple factors influencing the project’s 
outcome are often conflicting and contain high level of uncertainty and the evaluation process 
becomes complex (Kumar et al., 2017). In addition, these factors are difficult to quantify and to 
determine their relative weight of importance (Çolak & Kaya, 2017). This thesis aims to 
problematise the early project phase by contributing with a practical tool for evaluating wind 
energy projects at this phase. In addition, the thesis aims to contribute with an identification and 
monetarily quantification of the important factors to assess when doing so.  

 

The thesis is conducted as a case study at a company developing wind energy projects in Sweden. 
Due to the multiple factors that influencing a project’s outcome, MCDM (multi-criteria decision-
making) analysis is used as the research process to create the tool. Findings from this study show 
that key factors that are possible to quantify at an early phase are conditions for civil works, grid 
conditions, wind resource and electricity price area. In general, their relative importance, measured 
in relative increase of IRR, is wind resource, electricity price area, grid conditions and civil works 
in the descending order. 

 

This study has four contributions, three theoretical and one practical. Firstly, the study confirms 
MCDM as a suitable analysis to use, when creating an evaluation model for wind energy projects. 
Secondly, the study confirms most of the important factors mentioned in the literature to assess 
when evaluating a wind energy project. However, this study contributes with insights that only 
conditions for civil works, grid conditions, wind resource and electricity price area can be 
quantified for the purpose of creating an evaluation tool at an early phase. Thirdly, previous studies 
have focused less on determining the relative weight of importance of the relevant key factors and 
this study contributes by quantifying and determining which of these key factors that are of 



relevance in an evaluation. Lastly, this study contributes practically by creating an evaluation tool 
suggested to be used by the case company to compare different projects on the market and form 
investment decisions based on financial data. Furthermore, the tool facilitates an equal evaluation 
process for all projects, thus leading to a more standardised decision-making process where the 
case company can focus their resources on the projects most likely to succeed. 
 
Key-words: Project evaluation, wind energy projects, MCDM analysis, wind energy project 
economics, wind farm development 
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Sammanfattning 

Vind är en snabbväxande energiresurs där efterfrågan efter grön energi ökar från media, statliga 
myndigheter och allmänheten. Det ständigt ökande intresset av vindenergi har lett till en allt mer 
konkurrenskraftig marknad där det är viktigt för en projektutvecklare att välja de projekt som är 
mest troliga att bli lönsamma bland de tillgängliga projekten på marknaden. Dessa urval sker oftast 
genom en projektutvärderingsprocess. Dock sker merparten av de traditionella 
projektutvärderingarna i slutet av ett projekt där en tidig indikation rörande ett projektet lönsamhet 
oftast saknas (Samset & Christensen, 2015). Anledningen till detta är att vindkraftsprojekt består 
av flera motsägande faktorer med en hög osäkerhet som påverkar ett projekts resultat, vilket leder 
till en komplex utvärderingsprocess i ett tidigt skede (Kumar et al., 2017). Dessutom är dessa 
faktorer svåra att kvantifiera vilket gör det svårt att vidare bestämma deras relation i förhållande 
till varandra (Çolak & Kaya, 2017). Detta examensarbete ämnar därför till att problematisera den 
komplexa utvärderingsprocessen i ett tidigt skedde genom att skapa ett praktiskt verktyg för en 
simplifierad utvärderingsprocess av vindkraftsprojekt. 

 

Detta examensarbete är utformat som en fallstudie på ett företag i Sverige som utvecklar 
vindkraftsprojekt. På grund av antalet faktorer som påverkar projektens lönsamhet används 
MCDM-analys som forskningsprocess för att skapa verktyget. Resultat från denna studie visar att 
de nyckelfaktorer som är möjliga att kvantifiera i det tidiga skede är: infrastruktur, nätanslutning, 
vindresurs och elprisområde. Resultaten visar även att faktorernas påverkan, mätt i relativ ökning 
av IRR, är i fallande ordning: vindresurs, elprisområde, nätanslutning och infrastruktur och att 
dessa, i fallande ordning, är relevanta att utvärdera.  

 

Denna studie har totalt fyra bidrag, varav tre teoretiska och ett praktiskt bidrag. Det första bidraget 
är en konfirmation av att MCDM är en lämplig analysmetod vid skapandet av 
utvärderingsverktyget. Det andra bidraget är en konfirmation av de faktorer som nämns i 
litteraturen som viktiga vid en utvärderingsprocess i ett tidigt skede. Dock är endast faktorerna 
infrastruktur, nätanslutning, vindresurs och elprisområde möjliga att kvantifiera i detta skede. Det 
tredje bidraget är kunskap gällande faktorernas förhållande till varandra och vilka som är relevanta 
att utvärdera. Det praktiska bidraget är utvärderingsverktyget där företaget rekommenderas att 
använda det för att jämföra olika projekt på marknaden och fatta välinformerade beslut baserat på 



finansiell data. Dessutom bidrar verktyget med en likvärdig utvärderingsprocess för alla projekt 
vilket leder till en mer standardiserad beslutsprocess där företaget kan fokusera sina resurser på de 
projekt som är mest troliga att bli lönsamma. 

 
Nyckelord: Projektutvärdering, vindkraftsprojekt, MCDM analys, utveckling av 
vindkraftsprojekt, vindkraftsekonomi 
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1. Introduction 

This section introduces the initial information about the study in which the background, 
problem formulation, purpose, delimitations and research questions are presented.   
 
This study focuses on evaluating wind energy projects at an early stage of the project process. 
The evaluation of wind energy projects at an early stage is often complex and consists of 
multiple conflicting factors with a high level of uncertainty. Therefore, it is crucial to find the 
most important factors to evaluate, and to evaluate them properly. This to enable a faster 
decision-making process regarding what wind energy project to focus on from an investment 
perspective.     

1.1 Background 

Wind power is a fast growing industry and the demand for clean energy is increasing with 
growing interests from media, governmental institutions and the public (EWEA, 2004). In 
Sweden, wind energy accounted for 11% of the annual electricity production with 6611 MW 
installed capacity in 2017. From 2012 to 2017, the installed capacity has increased with 83,3% 
(Energimyndigheten, 2017). The increased interest towards the wind energy market has led to 
a more competitive environment where it is crucial for companies to stay at the forefront in 
each phase of the development process of a wind energy project (Taylor Wessing, 2017). 
Furthermore, wind energy projects are often capital intensive and require a high initial 
investment (Blanco, 2009). Hence, a facilitator for developing successful wind projects is the 
ability to evaluate projects and to gain useful information in an early phase of the development 
process. By evaluating projects at an early phase, a wind project developer is able to make well 
informed investment decisions by concentrating on the projects most likely to succeed (Khatib, 
2003; Xinyao et al., 2017).  
 
General factors influencing the outcome of a wind energy project are wind speed, grid 
connection, electricity transmission, permits, wind turbine technology and the geographical 
characteristics of the external environment (AWEA, 2019). When evaluating wind energy 
projects in an early phase these factors are often conflicting and contains a high level of 
uncertainty and hence the evaluation process becomes complex (Kumar et al., 2017). To 
simplify the evaluation process, it is necessary to focus on evaluating the most important factors 
which have the greatest impact on the profitability of a project in an early phase. Furthermore, 
a tool for providing this evaluation is essential for a project developer to make well informed 
investment decisions. This master thesis focuses on the creation of such tool by conducting a 
case study at a company developing wind energy projects in Sweden. The tool aims to enable 
a screening of the market and evaluate and compare 10-20 possible projects per year for the 
case company.   

1.2 Problem formulation 

Due to the highly competitive environment, a project developer must be able to select the 
projects most likely to succeed, in terms of profitability, among alternatives on the market. To 
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enable such selection, an evaluation process is often utilised. Furthermore, traditional 
evaluation processes are often performed at completion of a project (Samset & Christensen, 
2015). Hence, an early indication of a project’s potential profitability is often missing. At the 
early phase of a wind energy project the multiple factors influencing the project outcome are 
often conflicting and contain high level of uncertainty and the evaluation process becomes 
complex (Kumar et al., 2017). In addition, at an early phase, these factors are difficult to 
quantify and to determine their relative weight of importance (Çolak & Kaya, 2017). 
Consequently, this create challenges from a project developer’s perspective and makes it 
difficult to evaluate a project with current evaluation tools at an early phase. 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to generate a tool, which from a project developer’s perspective, 
at an early phase enables an evaluation of wind energy projects consisting of multiple factors 
of a conflicting nature with a high level of uncertainty. The tool will be used by decision makers 
in the organisation to make investment decisions as well as to increase the efficiency regarding 
the priority of the internal resources. In addition, it will be used by project managers to identify 
new projects available on the market. The aim is to complement the current preliminary 
business case analysis of each project by increasing the understanding of the fundamental 
factors that need to be evaluated at an early phase and establishing an evaluation process of 
wind energy projects at the studied organisation.  
 
Many studies have been conducted in the area of evaluating wind energy projects. Mainly, the 
focus of these studies has been on the evaluation process at completion of a project where the 
outcome is known and the uncertainty of the factors low (Mardani, 2017: Haralambopoulos, 
2003: Khatib, 2003). However, less focus has been put on quantification of relevant factors for 
evaluation, as well as generating an evaluation tool that uses these factors to, at an early phase, 
provide an indication of a project’s potential profitability (Mardani, 2017: Kumar et al., 2008). 
Practically, this study aims to contribute with a tool for evaluating wind energy projects at an 
early phase. In addition, the theoretical contribution is to provide a common view of the 
important factors to assess. 

1.4 Delimitations 

The case company is located in Sweden and thus regulated by Swedish laws and affected by 
national externalities. Hence, the focus of the study is delimited to the Swedish wind energy 
market. The evaluation is focused on the initial phases of the project development process and 
further delimited to onshore wind energy projects. 

1.5 Research questions 

To generate an evaluation tool, one main research question (MRQ) has been created and is 
presented below. 
 
MRQ: How are wind energy projects evaluated at an early phase?  
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To answer the main research question, two sub-questions (SRQ) have been created. The first 
sub-question (SRQ1) is necessary to understand what key factors that have an impact on a 
project’s successfulness in terms of profitability at an early phase.  
 
SRQ1: Which are the key factors when evaluating a wind energy project at an early phase? 
 
The second sub-question (SRQ2) is narrowing SRQ1 and is necessary to understand what of 
these identified factors that should be included in the evaluation.  
 
SRQ2: Which of these identified factors should be included in the evaluation?  
 
To answer SRQ2 a quantification and an analysis of the key factors needs to be conducted. 
These two sub-questions contribute in generating a practical tool for evaluating wind energy 
projects at an early stage, thus answering the main research question.  
 
This study aims at answering these questions by firstly introduce relevant literature, the method 
and the research process used. To get a deeper understanding, contextualised case specific 
information is discussed. This is followed by empirical results and an analysis of these results. 
Lastly, a discussion and the main conclusions of this study are presented.   
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2. Literature review 

This section presents the relevant literature that has been reviewed. Firstly, information 
regarding wind energy production and the project process of wind farm development is 
presented. Further follows information regarding different techniques used to evaluate wind 
energy projects, the factors influencing the outcome of such projects and wind project 
economics. Lastly, a summary of the literature discussed is presented.  

2.1 Wind energy production 

To understand wind energy projects, the factors affecting the outcome of a project and different 
evaluation techniques, an initial understanding regarding wind energy production in general is 
needed. A concise illustration of how electricity is generated from a wind power station and 
distributed to the end user is presented in Figure 1 (Unterthiner, 2015). The production of 
electricity from a wind power station occurs through the conversion of kinetic energy into 
electric energy. When the wind reaches certain levels of speed, it will drive the turbine blades 
and the hub into rotation. The turbine blades and the hub compose the rotor and is connected 
to a shaft which drives a generator. While the rotor rotates, kinetic energy is extracted from the 
wind and then converted to electricity by the generator. Before the electricity can be distributed 
to the grid, it must be transformed to the appropriate voltage level in accordance with the 
voltage level of the grid. When the electricity has the appropriate voltage level, it can be 
transmitted to the power grid and provide end customers with electricity (Energikunskap, 
2011). 
 

 
Figure 1. A description of how electricity is generated from wind (Unterthiner, 2015).  
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2.2 The project process of wind farm development  

The project process of wind farm development is necessary to understand as project evaluation 
can be made at different phases of a project process (Frechtling, 2002; Samset & Christensen, 
2015). Deloitte (2016) conducted a global survey and studied 278 wind parks built between 
2006 and 2015. The survey concluded that in general, the project process of a wind park can 
be divided into four phases and these are presented in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. A wind farm development process. * Environment Impact Assessment, ** Final 

Investment Decision, *** Commissioning Date (Deloitte, 2016).  
 
Table 1 demonstrates the activities included in respective phase. 
 
Table 1. The phases of wind farm development. 
1. Project development 

a. Feasibility study 

i. Project rights 

ii. Geological study 

iii. Wind study 

iv. Preliminary business case analysis 

b. Design and EIA (Environment Impact Assessment) 

i. Project design 

ii. Environmental impact 

iii. Community engagement 

iv. Updated business case analysis 
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c. Agreements and Applications 

i. Landowner agreements 

ii. Building permit application 

iii. Grid connection application 

iv. Potential consent appeal 

v. Updated business case analysis 

When this phase is finalised, all the permits required for construction are granted. 

  

2. Maturation 

a. Detailed wind study 

b. Detailed design 

c. Procurement- and reservation contracts 

d. Updated business case analysis 

e. Final consent 

f. Final Investment Decision 

When this phase is finalised, the final investment decision is made. 

  

3. Construction 

a. Construction 

b. Commissioning 
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c. Updated business case analysis 

This phase ends with the commission date. 

  

4. Operation 

a. Operation and maintenance 

b. Technical and commercial management 

c. Investment evaluation 

d. Repowering or decommissioning 

This phase will continue as long as the wind park is operational. 
 
In according with the delimitations stated in section 1.4, this study focuses on the initial step, 
the feasibility study, of the development process with the aim to be a complement to the current 
preliminary business case analysis. Refer to section 5.1 for a more detailed description of the 
feasibility study.  

2.3 Evaluation of wind energy projects 

The evaluation process of selecting the best wind energy project among alternatives available 
on the market is often perceived as a complex problem for project managers. This is because 
of the many inconsistent factors as well as criterias required to be taken into consideration when 
selecting the best project among alternatives (Mardani, 2017). The factors influencing the 
outcome of a wind energy project are political, social, economic, geographical, technological 
and environmental factors (Çolak, 2017).  
 
Projects can be evaluated at different phases (Frechtling, 2002). Projects that are evaluated at 
completion provide useful feedback and information on improvements areas for future projects 
in the same category. As a result, the evaluation contributes to increased knowledge with the 
goal of preventing the same mistakes to happen twice. However, an evaluation conducted at an 
early phase of a project’s development process has the greatest potential to influence the 
outcome of the project as it provides valuable strategic information as grounds for deciding on 
a certain course of action. Admittedly, at this phase the amount of available information and 
facts are limited, thus assumptions and estimations are based on the decision maker’s 
knowledge and experience within a certain area (Samset & Christensen, 2015). Therefore, it is 
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suggested by Samset & Christensen (2015) to identify which type of information or facts that 
are needed and available at an early phase, to make the most beneficial decisions for the 
financial outcome of a project. 
 
Many studies have been conducted within the area of evaluating wind energy projects by using 
various techniques and models for simplifying the evaluation process (Büyüközkan & 
Karabulut, 2017; Mardani, 2017; Kumar et al., 2017). The most common used models and 
techniques are further described below. These models are the most commonly used since they 
manage the complex externalities of wind energy projects consisting of multiple factors of a 
conflicting nature.   
 
Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) analysis  
Many studies within the area of evaluating wind energy projects have been focused on the 
decision-making process when selecting the best project among alternatives on the market. 
Furthermore, the decision-making process related to project evaluation is often complex due to 
the involvement of different decision makers, multiple factors and criteria that must be taken 
into consideration (San Cristóbal, 2011). Another decision-making problem related to project 
evaluation is the limited available information about the factors at the time the decisions are 
formed. Consequently, many decisions are often formed with uncertainty based on limited 
amount of information (Çolak & Kaya, 2017).  
  
To simplify the decision-making process within the area of wind energy projects, multi-criteria 
decision making (MCDM) analysis is often utilised. MCDM analysis consists of various 
methods and techniques for improving the decision-making process in the presence of multiple 
factors of a conflicting nature (San Cristóbal, 2011). By applying methods and techniques 
provided by MCDM, a decision maker is able to evaluate all factors and criteria simultaneously 
and consider their relative weights of importance (Kumar et al., 2017). In addition, these 
methods and techniques are able to manage both quantitative and qualitative criteria (San 
Cristóbal, 2011). According to Majumder (2015), a common working MCDM process contains 
four steps and is illustrated in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. An illustration of a MCDM analysis process containing four steps (Majumder, 

2015).  
 

Below follows a description of each of the four steps as defined by Majumder (2015), as seen 
in Figure 3.  
 

1. Selection of Criteria 
The selected criteria should be: 

● Consistent with the decision 
● Independent of other criteria 
● Capable of being measured 
● Of the same unit or scale 

 
2. Selection of Alternatives 

The selected alternatives should be: 
● Comparable 
● Represent real scenarios, not ideal scenarios 
● Available 
● Practical/Feasible 

 
3. Selection of the Weighing Methods to Represent Importance 

The selected methods can be compensatory or outrankable. The compensatory methods provide 
a systematic evaluation process by identifying both attractive and less attractive attributes of 
certain criteria or factor. This enables a trade-off between the attributes, where the attractive 
attributes compensate for the less attractive attributes. The outranking method aims to eliminate 
alternatives by determining their relative weight of importance of each criterion. By 
determining their relative weight of importance, some criteria will have a greater amount of 
influence and thus outrank others.  
 

4. Method of Aggregation 
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The aggregation could be: 
● A product 
● A function 
● An average 
● A result that can separate the best alternative from multiple alternatives. 

 
Furthermore, the usage of techniques and methods provided by MCDM analysis requires that 
the decision maker must be able to select the most appropriate MCDM methods. Since a 
decision often has several possible solutions, the selected methods are often based on personal 
experiences and knowledge regarding the factors. Due to the variety of personal experiences 
and knowledge of the decision maker, the usage of the MCDM analysis is limited to people 
with a certain level of knowledge (Kumar et al., 2017). An advantage with the model is that it 
supports decisions consisting of multiple factors of a conflicting nature due to the supply of 
various tools and techniques for assessing the decision-making process (San Cristóbal, 2011). 
 
Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR) & Profitability Index (PI) 
Previous studies also suggest that wind energy projects can be evaluated according to their net 
present value (NPV), internal rate of return (IRR) or profitability index (PI) (Ozerdem et al., 
2006; Li et al., 2013; Koundouri et al., 2009; Venetsanos et al., 2002).   
 
The Net Present Value (NPV) is a value that is calculated by discounting the net cash flows of 
a project or investment in some period to a time of zero. Both future cash flows and initial 
investments is taken into consideration. The net cash flows are represented as the sum of 
monetary outflows and inflows during specific time intervals (Remer et al., 1993). NPV is 
commonly used as a method to evaluate a project or a suggested investment throughout a 
variety of industries and is calculated as presented in equation (1) (Nowak, 2005).    
 𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑ 𝐶𝐹𝑡(1+𝑟)𝑡𝑛𝑡=1 − 𝐶𝐹0 (1) 

 
Where n represents the number of time intervals, t the period number, CFt is the cash flow for 
a specific period t, CF0 the initial investment and r the discount rate (Nowak, 2005). The 
discount rate could equal the weighted average cost of capital. Advantages with NPV is that it 
considers risks associated with a project or investment and provides information on whether a 
project or investment creates value. On the other hand, the method requires monetary 
quantification of all necessary input variables and knowledge or appropriate assumptions 
regarding an organisation’s weighted average cost of capital. Further, it is difficult to compare 
projects of different sizes (Remer et al., 1993).   
 
Internal rate of return (IRR) is calculated as the discount rate when NPV is zero (i.e when the 
discounted cash flows equal the initial investment) and is defined in equation (2). Profitability 
index (PI) is the relation of the discounted cash flows to the initial investment and is further 
defined as equation (3). PI greater than 1 indicates that the present values of the expected future 
cash inflows are greater than the present value of the expected cash outflows. If the value is 
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below 1 the indication is the reversed. Both IRR and PI enable a comparison of projects or 
investments of different sizes but requires monetary quantification of all input variables (Remer 
et al., 1993; Nowak, 2005). 
 ∑ 𝐶𝐹𝑡(1+𝐼𝑅𝑅)𝑡𝑛𝑡=1 − 𝐶𝐹0 = 0 (2) 

 

𝑃𝐼 = ∑ 𝐶𝐹𝑡(1+𝑟)𝑡𝑛𝑡=1𝐶𝐹0   (3) 

 
Sensitivity analysis 
According to Ozerdem et al. (2006) a sensitivity analysis could be conducted to test the 
outcome of an evaluation. Also, Nash et al. (1975) recommends that a sensitivity analysis is 
conducted to visualise how sensitive the outcome is, if the input parameters are changed. 
 
A sensitivity analysis provides information about how certain variables affect a specific 
outcome under predefined assumptions. By changing the input variables, the sensitivity of the 
target variables can be measured (Jovanović, 1999).  
 
The sensitivity can be calculated according to formula (4) presented below: 
 𝑆 = 𝜕𝑥𝑥𝛿𝑃𝑃    (4) 

 
Where S is the sensitivity of a parameter P, and x is the input variable to be considered. By 
creating a scenario consisting of a set of variables, it is possible to determine how changes in 
one variable affects the outcome by changing their values. This analysis is widely applicable 
within projects, and it is often utilised to examine the consequences of certain course of action. 
In addition, the sensitivity analysis is also closely related to a decision-making process where 
it is utilised as a tool to predict the outcome of a decision. Advantages with the analysis is that 
it visualises the sensitivity for in-depth analysis, considers risks and predicts scenarios. 
However, the method requires knowledge or appropriate assumptions regarding the variables 
(Jovanović, 1999). 
 
Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) and Goals-Achievement Matrix Method  
In addition, two other models are commonly used in the field of evaluating renewable wind 
energy projects. These are Cost-Benefit analysis (CBA) and Goals-Achievement Matrix 
Method (Menegaki, 2008; Jessiman et al.,1967). The basis of CBA is to compare the values 
and costs of a project or investment to determine how attractive it is (Quah & Haldane, 2007). 
One critique to the cost-benefit analysis by Hill (1968) is that the method only analyses the 
economic aspect of a project. The Goals-Achievement Matrix Method was introduced as a 
method that enabled a more multidimensional approach (Jessiman et al.,1967). These two 
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models will however not be further analysed, as they are not appropriate to use in a complex 
environment, when multiple and conflicting factors are included. 

2.3.1 Summary of different evaluation techniques 
In Table 2 presented below, the most common evaluating models and techniques for evaluating 
wind energy projects are summarised. In addition, the main advantages and disadvantages with 
respective model or technique are also presented. The appropriate models and techniques will 
further be used in this study. These will be discussed in section 2.6, Literature summary, and 
not be a part of the method chapter as these techniques are used in the tool and are not methods 
for how this study have been conducted. 
 
Table 2. Summary of the most common used evaluating models and techniques for evaluating 
wind energy projects (San Cristóbal, 2011; Nowak, 2005; Remer et al., 1993; Quah & 
Haldane, 2007; Jessiman et al.,1967; Jovanović, 1999). 

Evaluation 
Model/Technique 

Description Advantages Disadvantages 

Multi-Criteria 
Decision Making 
(MCDM) Analysis 

Provides models and 
techniques for 
supporting decision 
making processes by 
enabling evaluation 
of factors and 
criteria 
simultaneously as 
well as consider 
their relative weight 
of importance. 

Supports decisions 
consisting of 
multiple factors of a 
conflicting nature 
due to the supply of 
various tools and 
techniques for 
assessing the 
decision-making 
process. 

Requires knowledge 
for selecting 
appropriate methods 
and tools for 
assessing a certain 
decision-making 
problem. 

Net Present Value 
(NPV), Internal 
Rate of Return 
(IRR), Profitability 
Index (PI) 

Provides 
information 
regarding the 
financial 
profitability of a 
project or 
investment and 
enables evaluation. 

Considers risk 
associated with a 
project or 
investment and 
provides 
information if it 
creates value. 

Requires monetary 
quantification of 
input variables. 
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Sensitivity Analysis Determines the 
sensitivity of factors 
within a project or 
in an investment by 
measuring how 
changes in one 
variable affects the 
outcome. 

Visualise the 
sensitivity for in-
depth analysis, 
considers risks, 
predicts scenarios. 

Requires knowledge 
or appropriate 
assumptions 
regarding the 
factors. 

Cost-Benefit 
Analysis (CBA) 

Compares value and 
cost related to a 
project or 
investment and 
determines how 
attractive a project 
or investment is for 
an organisation. 
  

Analysis from a 
broader perspective 
in terms of 
evaluating 
advantages and 
disadvantages from 
an organisational 
point of view. 

Only considers the 
economical aspect 
of a project in which 
the costs and the 
benefits are required 
to be estimated 
appropriately. 
Requires prediction 
of causal 
relationships 
between variables 
and outcome. 

Goals-Achievement 
Matrix  method 

Based on CBA but 
provides a multi-
dimensional 
approach of a 
process to weight 
and quantify both 
non-monetary and 
monetary variables 
for project or 
investment 
evaluation. 

Enables 
quantification and 
weighting of both 
monetary and non-
monetary variables 
in a step-by-step 
process. 

Low flexibility 
within the step-by-
step process, each 
step should follow a 
sequence. 

 

2.4 General factors influencing the outcome of a wind energy project 

Previous studies within the area of wind energy projects have indicated that specific factors 
influence the outcome of a project. The specific factors are wind availability, grid connections, 
installed capacity, technology, environmental conditions and the political environment. These 
factors are often of importance when evaluating a wind farm and affects the transaction price 
of a wind energy project (Deloitte, 2016; Vindlov, 2015, A; Energikunskap, 2011; Rinne et al., 
2018). These are examined in detail below.  
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Wind resource 
The availability of wind is one of the most important factors for a wind turbine’s annual 
production of power, and hence the revenues generated from it. The greater wind speed, the 
greater amount of electricity produced (Vindlov, 2015, A). However, wind turbines are only 
able to convert kinetic energy into electric energy at wind speeds between 4-25 meters per 
second. 4 meters per second is the minimum speed required for the rotor to rotate, while wind 
speeds exceeding 25 meters per second creates damage and the wind turbine will stop rotating. 
The most optimal wind speeds are 12-14 meters per second where the maximum power 
production is obtained (Energikunskap, 2011).  
 
Furthermore, wind conditions vary according to geographical position and height above the 
ground. This makes some locations more interesting for the establishment of wind farms since 
project developers are not able to influence these types of conditions (AWEA, 2019). The most 
optimal wind conditions are often found at seas, on mountains, near coasts and in open 
landscapes (Vindlov, 2015, A). 
 
When the geographical location of a wind site is determined, the placement of wind turbines 
on the site plays an important role for the wind farm’s annual production. A wind turbine 
extracts energy from the wind and as the wind flows downstream, the wind speed becomes 
reduced and contains less energy. This is called the wake effect; where a wind turbine located 
behind another wind turbine is exposed to wind with lower amount of energy and reduced 
speed. Consequently, the wake effect impacts a wind farms total annual production of 
electricity and it becomes necessary to place wind turbines as optimally as possible to reduce 
the wake effect. In addition, the wake effect at a specific site increases simultaneously with the 
number of turbines at that site, if the area remains constant. As the wake effect reduce the 
annual power production it is often referred to as a loss (EWEA, 2004).   
 
Quantification of wind 
To forecast the annual electricity produced from a wind power station and to be able to estimate 
the revenues that a station is likely to generate, it is important to measure how frequent the 
wind is blowing and at what speed. As the wind varies depending on geographical location, 
height above the ground and environmental conditions, the variation in wind speed is often 
expressed by a Weibull distribution curve (Bowden et al., 1983). The Weibull distribution 
curve provides information regarding the probability of each wind speed (v) and is calculated 
according to the formula (5) below (Wind-data.ch. 2019): 
 𝑓(𝑣) = 𝑘𝐴 (𝑣𝐴)𝑘−1 𝑒−(𝑣𝐴)𝑘 (5) 

 
The parameter A is called the scale parameter and is expressed in m/s. The parameter k is the 
Weibull form parameter, which provides information regarding the shape of the distribution 
curve (Wind-data.ch. 2019; Bowden et al., 1983).  
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Furthermore, to calculate the power a wind turbine can produce at each wind speed, a power 
curve is often utilised. The power curve of a wind turbine is determined by field measurements 
using an anemometer at the specific geographical location. Hence, a power curve varies 
depending on the type of turbine and the geographical location of the site (Kiwan, 2017). By 
multiplying the probability of each wind speed stated in the Weibull distribution curve with the 
power of each wind speed stated in the turbine’s power curve, the power generated at each 
wind speed can be determined. This multiplication can be further summarised, and the average 
power output can be determined (Danish Wind Industry Association, 2003, A). By multiplying 
the average power output with the total operating hours that the turbine is expected to produce 
electricity, the annual power production of a wind power station can be obtained (Danish Wind 
Industry Association, 2003, B). The annual power production is expressed in kWh/year and 
provides information regarding the amount of electrical energy that a wind farm owner can 
collect revenues from (Kiwan, 2017).  
 
Grid Connections and Electrical Transmission 
To distribute the electricity generated from wind power plants, the plant must be connected to 
a grid. A grid consists of multiple power lines with different voltage levels with the purpose of 
ensuring a reliable and efficient supply of electricity from energy sources to consumers 
(EWEA, 2004). Furthermore, the different voltage levels within the power lines, determine the 
electricity transmission capacity within a grid (Vindlov, 2015, B). Therefore, the size of a wind 
power plant and its generated power plays an important role to which type of grid the plant 
should be ideally connected to. To match the voltage level of a grid, transformers are used to 
convert the generated electricity from a wind power plant before the electricity can be 
distributed to the grid (EWEA, 2004). The transmission capacity of a grid does often vary 
depending on the geographical location of a country due to differences in infrastructure. 
Therefore, the grid connection plays an important role for the establishment of wind power 
plants. Wind speed in proximity to existing grids, is often considered when determining the 
location of a wind power plant since this can influence the costs of a wind project. Parameters 
impacting grid connections are listed below (Energimyndigheten, 2013; Vindlov, 2015, B): 
 

- The available capacity in existing power line 
- The distance from the wind power plant to the power grid’s connection point 
- The available voltage levels in the area 
- The total installed capacity of the wind power farm 

 
The grid connection affects the initial investment costs of the wind energy projects. However, 
the cost amount depends on the grid connection’s condition at the location of the wind farm 
(Vindlov, 2015, B).   
 
Turbine utilisation rate 
Another factor of importance when measuring wind energy production that influence the 
potential revenue from a wind farm is the utilisation rate of the turbines. The utilisation rate 
refers to a turbine’s efficiency of producing electricity and is often expressed as the capacity 
factor or full-load hours (Energimyndigheten, 2018). The capacity factor is defined as the 
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relationship between the actual power output production of a wind turbine and a turbine’s 
maximum potential capacity of producing power and is expressed as a percentage. This factor 
is measured for a certain period, often on a yearly basis (AWEA, 2019). For onshore wind 
farms, the capacity factor are usually 25-40% due to parameters such as wind availability, 
environmental aspect and maintenance of the turbines (Energimyndigheten, 2018). 
Furthermore, full-load hours are the amount of time a wind turbine produce at full capacity to 
yield its annual power production, expressed in hours (de Groot et al., 2017). The full-load 
hours can be obtained by multiplying the capacity factor with the total number of hours per 
year (Wind-data.ch., 2019). By calculating the capacity factor and the full-load hours, it is 
possible to predict the annual power production of a certain wind power station and it is often 
utilised when calculating the economic feasibility of a wind project. In addition, the capacity 
factor and the full-load hours provides useful information when comparing the production 
efficiency of different types of turbines (Rinne et al., 2018). 
  
Turbine technology 
Continuous technological progress regarding wind turbines is improving the efficiency of 
electricity production. Modern technology is enabling higher wind power stations and larger 
rotor blades. Higher wind power plants are possible due to material optimisation in which the 
weight of the rotor blades is reduced (Rinne et al., 2018). However, the height of a wind power 
plant is often limited due to permits. Furthermore, the diameter of the rotor blades is an 
important parameter when measuring the installed capacity of a wind power station. With larger 
rotor blades, the wind turbines can extract more energy from the wind due to the increased 
swept area of the blades (Rinne et al., 2018). With advanced turbine technology and increased 
swept area, new turbine models can achieve the same production at lower wind speeds (Svahn, 
2018). As a result, the technical factor plays an important role where advancement in turbine 
technology could have an economic impact on a project’s outcome since the production affects 
the revenues (Tchakoua et al., 2014) and the size of the wind power station affects the initial 
investment (Svahn, 2018).  
  
Environmental conditions 
One reason for wind turbine not producing at their maximum capacity is due to wind 
conditions. Fluctuations in winds speeds that exceeds or fall below certain limits affect the 
performance of the turbines, which inhibits the production of electricity (Rinne et al., 2018). 
Other reasons for wind turbines not producing at its maximum capacity are due to 
environmental conditions such as temperature changes that affects the material in the wind 
power stations. Dirt or ice that can be built upon the surface of the rotor blades are also 
environmental conditions impeding the performance of the turbines (Jiménez et al., 2018). In 
addition, the surrounded environment of a wind power site affects the capacity factor in terms 
of trees, buildings and mountains. These parameters have an impact on the wind flow of a site, 
thus creating changes in wind speeds and are consequently affecting the capacity of the wind 
power station. As a result, these parameters are often referred to as losses within wind energy 
projects (Salim et al., 2015).  
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Infrastructure and civil works 
The infrastructure is a factor that influences the overall investment cost of wind energy projects 
(EWEA, 2019). Within wind energy projects, the infrastructure is often represented as civil 
works and one part of civil works are wind turbine foundations. The type of turbine foundation 
depends on the soil at the location where the turbine is about to be constructed (Envision, 2013; 
Si-Construction, 2015, A). There are mainly two types of foundations, namely, rock-anchored 
and gravity. A rock-anchored foundation is most suitable for the placement of wind turbines 
on rocky grounds such as mountains. Meanwhile, gravity foundations are most suitable when 
the ground is not rocky, and it is possible to dig a large hole in the ground (Si-Construction, 
2015, A). As wind turbines are exposed to extreme loads in terms of variation in wind speeds 
and fluctuation in temperatures at great heights above the ground, it is important to construct 
foundations that support the wind turbines. The costs related to the foundation varies depending 
on the soil and what type of wind turbine foundation that is required at a certain site (EWEA, 
2019). Another part of civil works are roads and crane hardstandings, which are necessary for 
transporting the material and the equipment to the site required for building and setting up the 
wind power farm (Si-Construction, 2015, B). In some cases, a wind energy project requires 
construction of completely new roads to the site meanwhile some projects require an update or 
reparation of existing roads to the site. The costs for building roads or update existing roads 
varies depending on the amount of material needed, the foundation of the ground and the design 
of the road (EWEA, 2019).  
 
Other parameters related to civil works are more site specific such as tree felling, site facilities 
and laying of electrical cables. Tree felling is necessary to make space for roads, wind turbines 
and equipment needed during the construction of the site. The costs related to tree felling 
depends on the number of trees that are required to be cut down. Furthermore, site facilities 
refer to offices located at the specific wind site with the purpose to manage and monitor the 
wind farm. Site facilities are often needed at larger wind farms or at certain geographical areas 
where monitoring is demanded. Hence, the cost for site facilities varies depending on the 
demand for site offices. Laying of electrical cables refers to the installation of power cables at 
the site where the wind turbines connects to the transformer for transferring the electricity to 
the grid. The costs related to laying of electrical cables depends on the size of the wind park 
and how much power that is being transferred to the grid (Si-Construction, 2015).  
 
The political environment 
A country’s or a region’s permits and laws regarding wind power farms are factors influencing 
the development and outcome of a wind energy project. These permits and laws are especially 
important when determining the geographical location and the layout of the wind power farm. 
Due to these several laws and permits, a wind project owner is required to go through multiple 
permitting processes to get the permits needed for further project development. The permits 
and laws related to wind power farms are used by the government to control electricity 
production and supply. The political environment does often affect the costs since it could be 
time consuming and often requires administrative work (EWEA, 2004).  
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2.5 Wind energy project economics 

Project evaluation of wind energy projects provides useful information for decision makers in 
executive positions regarding a project’s potential profitability by assessing its financial 
attractiveness. To conduct such evaluation, it is necessary to understand the economic 
components of wind energy projects (De Oliveira & Fernandes, 2011). The economics of wind 
energy projects are often divided into four components, namely, investment costs, operations 
and maintenance (O&M) costs, financial costs and the expected annual power production. The 
investment costs, the O&M costs and the financial costs are cost items meanwhile the expected 
annual power production is a revenue item. A combination of these four components is often 
used to describe the economics of a wind energy project and is, therefore, often utilised to 
compare the economic feasibility of different projects. Furthermore, both costs and revenues 
are often further broken down into different components, which are presented in Figure 4. 
Figure 4 provides a more detailed description of the main cost and revenue components 
(IRENA, 2012).  
 

 
Figure 4. Detailed description of the economics of wind energy projects (IRENA, 2012).  

2.5.1 Revenues 
The revenues for a wind energy project are generated from the annual power production. The 
annual power production is further determined by mean wind speed, site characteristics as well 
as the technical characteristics of the turbines such as hub height and rotor diameter. The annual 
power production is expressed in kWh and can be sold on the energy market for electricity spot 
prices. The electricity spot prices vary depending on the competition on the local energy market 
and is regulated by supply and demand of electricity (IRENA, 2012).  
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Furthermore, the economic lifetime of wind energy projects is on an average 25 years counted 
after the commission date (Energimyndigheten, 2016).  

2.5.2 Costs of wind energy projects 
Wind power farms are capital intensive and requires relatively high initial investment costs, 
but low operating costs. The operating costs are relatively low since wind farms do not require 
any fuel costs while generating power. Hence, the initial investment covers the majority of the 
total costs of wind energy projects (Energimyndigheten, 2016). The investment costs, the O&M 
costs and the financial costs are further described in detail below.  
 
Investment costs 
The investment costs also referred as capital expenditures (CAPEX), occurs in the initial phase 
of wind energy projects. These costs are mainly driven by the cost of turbines, grid connection, 
civil works and planning, as well as other diverse costs. See Figure 5 for a typical CAPEX 
breakdown of the four cost components and their respective percentage of total CAPEX. 
However, the investment costs may vary depending on the project and its cost structure, the 
geographical location of the site, type of turbine and the competitiveness on the wind market 
(IRENA, 2012). 
  

 
Figure 5. A CAPEX breakdown of the main cost components and their respective percentage 

of total CAPEX (IRENA, 2012). 
 
The relative high investment costs are a result of the capital-intensive technology and 
equipment required to establish a wind power production system. As seen in Figure 5, the cost 
for turbine constitutes the majority of these investment costs (De Oliveira & Fernandes, 2011; 
IRENA, 2012). Furthermore, according to an analysis conducted by Bloomberg (2019), the 
turbine prices are expected to stabilise at $0.8 million per MW during the year 2019. This 
stabilisation comes from a former decrease in the prices between the year 2016 and 2018 where 
the prices decreased by 17%. The reason for the decreasing prices of wind turbines was a result 
of increased competition among turbine manufacturers. In addition, decreased material price 
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for copper and steel have also led to a decreased price for wind turbines (IRENA, 2012). 
Although the turbine prices have decreased over the last years, the costs for the turbines remain 
as one of the largest cost components within the capital expenditures for wind energy projects 
(Energimyndigheten, 2016).  
 
Furthermore, according to Xinyao et al., (2017) the high initial investment cost makes the early 
phase of a wind project the most critical. Hence, Xinyao et al., (2017) emphasising the 
importance of conducting a project evaluation at an early phase of a wind energy project's 
development to analyses the risk factors related to such projects.  
 
Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs 
The operational costs are the costs that occur after the commission date of the project and when 
the wind farm has begun producing electricity. These costs can be either fixed costs or variable 
costs. The fixed costs are independent of the capacity utilisation of the wind farm and such 
costs are, for instance, land leases, tax payments and insurance and administrative work (De 
Oliveira & Fernandes, 2011). On the other hand, the variable costs are dependent on the load 
of electricity that is supplied to the grid and such costs are, for instance, access fees to the grid 
network, such as grid tariffs (De Oliveira & Fernandes, 2011; IRENA, 2012). 
  
The maintenance costs are costs related to ensuring that the wind farm is producing according 
to its capacity. These costs are, for instance, costs for repairing damages on the turbines or its 
foundation, procurement of spare parts, costs for replacing damaged parts and costs for 
preventing potential damages (De Oliveira & Fernandes, 2011).  
 
The O&M costs for onshore wind energy projects have decreased over the last years. Between 
the years 2008 and 2015, the O&M costs decreased by 35%. The decrease has come as a result 
of the establishment of larger wind farm that utilises economies of scale, as well as the 
increased competitiveness of spare parts on the secondary market, resulting in decreased prices 
(Energimyndigheten, 2016).  
 
Financial cost 
This category refers to the costs related to financial expenditures throughout the project. The 
financial costs are, for instance, costs resulting from banking or venture capital acquisition, 
interest payments towards stakeholders and financial guarantees (De Oliveira & Fernandes, 
2011). 
 
The weighted average cost of capital (WACC), which is often presented as the discount rate, 
has an impact on the evaluation process of wind energy projects. The WACC is defined within 
the financial structure of an organisation and is utilised as the discounting rate for calculating 
present values of cash flows over the lifetime of a project. The value of WACC varies 
depending on the organisation’s financial structure and the result of a financial evaluation is 
dependent on a company's WACC (IRENA, 2012).  
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2.6 Literature summary 

In the previous sections, general information regarding wind power, the project process and 
relevant evaluation models used to evaluate wind energy projects have been examined. Also, 
the general factors to be taken into account when evaluating wind energy projects have been 
presented, as well as general information regarding project economics. In this thesis, a project’s 
potential economic profitability will be evaluated. Figure 6 gives an illustration of the initial 
approach utilised in this study on how to evaluate wind energy projects, where the factors 
described in combination with project economics are summarised. However, to fit the current 
business case environment, the factors need to be adopted and applied to Sweden. In addition, 
the project process of a wind farm development described in section 2.2 is adopted to fit the 
current case company’s project process.  
 

 
Figure 6. An illustration of the initial approach utilised in this study where the general 

factors and project economics are combined. 
 
Furthermore, according to de Groot et al. (2017), the successfulness of a wind energy project 
could be evaluated by using the utilisation rate and the full-load hours, a method further applied 
in this study. In addition, a wind energy project´s financial performance can be measured 
through NPV, IRR and PI (Ozerdem et al., 2006; Li et al., 2013; Koundouri et al., 2009; 
Venetsanos et al., 2002) and these are the metrics applied in this study to assess a wind project´s 
potential economic profitability. 
 
One of the most common methods to use when evaluating wind energy projects is MCDM 
analysis described by Majumder (2015). In this thesis, MCDM analysis is modified and used 
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to create a research framework, leading to an applied research process. The framework as well 
as the process is described in section 3.2.   
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3. Method 

This section presents the research design and research process, as well as ethical and 
sustainable aspects. The research design is a qualitative case study following a deductive 
approach and the research process follows the research framework.  

3.1 Research design 

The research design of this study is a qualitative case study following a deductive approach. It 
is presented in more detail next.  

3.1.1 Qualitative case study 

A qualitative case study is according to Berg & Bruce (2001) “the meanings, concepts, 
definitions, characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of things”. The collection of 
data is often associated with, for instance, observations, interviews and document analysis. In 
this study, interviews were conducted and served as the main source of information.  
 
The study was executed as a case study at a company within the energy sector that operates 
with development of wind energy projects. A qualitative case study is a way to study a specific 
phenomenon in a specific setting (Baxter & Jack, 2008). This study was conducted to create an 
evaluation tool specifically created and customised for the company studied.   

3.1.2 Deductive approach 

A deductive approach was applied in this study. The deductive approach starts with a 
predefined approach derived from the literature and later the approach is tested using the 
empirics (Bryman & Bell, 2018). In this study, the general factors combined with project 
economics described in the literature and summarised in section 2.6 was the initial approach 
used in this study on how to evaluate wind energy projects. This will be triangulated and later 
updated using information from the empirics to answer the research questions.  

3.2 Research framework and process 

A research framework was created based on the MCDM analysis described by Majumder 
(2015) in section 2.3. Here, the MCDM analysis was modified as step three and four switched 
places. The change was made due to the evaluation being executed using the tool, thus requiring 
the tool to be finalised before determination of the key factors was possible. From the modified 
MCDM analysis, the research framework was created. The relationship between these two is 
illustrated in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. An Illustration of the relationship between the modified MCDM analysis and the 

research framework. 
 

Further, a research process was created following the research framework. This process is 
described in Figure 8. The aim with the research process is to collect data to enable a deeper 
understanding and to collect data to enable the creation of the evaluation tool. The study was 
executed using data and resources from a company within the wind energy sector that works 
with transactions of wind energy projects as a case study. To get a contextual case specific 
information regarding wind energy production and projects in Sweden, literature from primary 
sources concerning this subject were firstly analysed. Further, a broad understanding of the 
project process, early project phase, and evaluation process was obtained through seminars at 
the case company. These were held by a Project Manager A, a Head of Portfolio Transactions 
A, a Project Economist A and a Transaction Manager. All roles are further described in 
Appendix A. The seminars included presentations of the subjects and were initiated by the 
supervisor at the case company. After getting a case specific understanding, the creation of the 
tool was initiated following the research framework. See Figure 8 below for a description of 
the different actions in the research process related to the steps in the research framework. For 
more detailed information regarding each interview round, the MS Office Excel modelling and 
the sensitivity analysis, refer the following sections.  
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Figure 8. An illustration of the different actions in the research process related to each step 

of the research framework. 
 
The different steps described in the research framework are described in detail below.   
 

1. Identify the factors necessary to evaluate for a wind energy project’s successfulness at 
an early stage.  

All factors were identified by conducting a first round of interviews with relevant people at the 
case company. The interviews followed a structured approach. Refer to section 3.2.1 for a more 
detailed description of the interviews and Appendix A for the selected respondents. This step 
answers sub research question one (SRQ1).  
 

2. Eliminate the factors that are not possible to quantify monetarily in accordance with the 
criterion described by Majumder (2015).  

The elimination of factors was executed based on information gathered from a second round 
of interviews with experts within areas related to each factor. The interviews followed a semi-
structured approach. Refer to section 3.2.1 for a more detailed description of the interviews and 
Appendix A for the selected respondents.  
 

3. Create and quantify different scenarios for the factors in monetary terms. 
Different scenarios were created and quantified monetarily based on the information gathered 
from the second round of interviews consisting of interviews with experts within areas related 
to each factor. The interviews followed a semi-structured approach. The scenarios created 
represents the most common scenarios for each factor in a project. Refer to section 3.2.1 for a 
more detailed description of the interviews and Appendix A for the selected respondents. 
 

4. Create a tool that evaluates the factors identified. 
The information gathered in the previous step resulted in equations that could be created to 
describe connections between the factors examined. The tool was later created in MS Office 
Excel where the equations that described the connections between the factors were illustrated 
in combination.    
  

5. Determine factors necessary to evaluate to get an indication of a project’s financial 
outcome. 

A simulated project was created representing a normal project executed by the case company. 
The factors identified were examined through a sensitivity analysis by examining how a change 
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in one factor impacts a project’s financial outcome. In this way, the factors of importance to 
evaluate were determined.  

3.2.1 Interviews 
The interviews were divided in accordance with the research framework in which two rounds 
of interviews were conducted, interview round 1 and 2. More information regarding interview 
round 1 and 2 is presented below.  
 
Interview round 1 
In total, eight interviews were conducted during the first round. The selected respondents for 
round 1 were employees at the case company having relevant knowledge regarding factors of 
importance to evaluate at an early phase and working experience within this phase. The 
respondents held the positions as Project Manager, Project Manager Associate, Head of 
Portfolio Transactions, Project Development Manager A, Project Development Manager B, 
Project Development Manager C, Project Economist and Transaction Manager.   Furthermore, 
the respondents were chosen using snowball sampling (Bryman & Bell, 2018) where the 
supervisor for the study was initially contacted through telephone. In turn, the supervisor 
contacted other employees through email and telephone which led to continuous 
recommendations from these employees regarding whom to contact. Consequently, 
respondents that held different positions within the case company and having different 
knowledge were contacted for interview round 1. See Appendix A for more information 
regarding the selected respondents for interview round 1, their respective role within the case 
company and the information received from the interviews.   
 
The interviews conducted followed a structured approach to identify the factors that are of 
importance when evaluating wind energy projects at an early phase. The questions that were 
asked during round 1 are presented in Appendix B. These interviews were beneficial as they 
provided accurate information and eliminated changes of misinterpretation (Bryman & Bell, 
2018). The answers were also easily triangulated against each other which made it possible to 
ensure complete reliability of the data (Yin, 2009). These interviews lasted for about 20 minutes 
and were conducted in person. After the eight structured interviews were completed, an 
interpretation of the gathered data was executed, and a first identification of the factors was 
created. The first identification of the factors was later sent out through email to all the 
respondents for interview round 1 to limit biases and to ensure a mutual interpretation. By 
doing this, a common view of the factors identified were established. 
 
Interview round 2 
In total, six interviews were conducted during the second round. The selected respondents for 
round 2 were employees that are specialised within a certain field. The respondents held the 
positions within the case company as Permit Specialist, Wind Resource Analyst, Onshore Grid 
Specialist, Cost Engineer, Senior Project Engineer (Civil/Structural) and Transaction Manager. 
Furthermore, the respondents were selected based on their expertise according to the factors 
identified to obtain a deeper understanding of the factors. The respondents were recommended 
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by the supervisor and were then contacted through email. See Appendix A for more information 
regarding the selected respondents for interview round 2, their respective role within the case 
company and the information received from the interviews. 
 
The interviews conducted followed a semi-structured approach to eliminate the not quantifiable 
factors as well as to create and quantify scenarios. The questions that were asked during round 
2 are presented in Appendix B. The semi-structured approach provided flexibility in which 
answers could be based upon previous answers and allowed for some degree of freedom during 
the interviews. Consequently, the respondents were allowed to express their knowledge and 
experience within a certain field. Thus, a deeper understanding regarding the factors and 
various scenarios was obtained. The interviews lasted for about 40 minutes and were conducted 
in person or through Skype when the respondents were not located near the case company. As 
in interview round 1, the data gathered from the interviews was first interpreted and later send 
out to the respondents in order to ensuring a mutual interpretation. Thus, biases and 
misinterpretation were avoided. 

3.2.2 Modelling 

MS Office Excel was used as the program to create the evaluation tool. To create the tool and 
equations describing the relationship between the factors, information obtained from the 
literature as well as interviews was used. To ensure a practical relevance of the tool, it was 
tested and analysed by employees at the case company. This resulted in improvement of the 
tool and a mutual understanding of the factors. 

3.2.3 Sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis in accordance with the equation described by Jovanović (1999) was 
conducted to determine the evaluated factors’ relative weight of importance. A fictitious project 
executed by the case company was used as a baseline to get a starting point for the evaluation. 
The values of the factors were changed, one at a time, and the monetary impact on the project 
was monitored and expressed as a percentage. This enabled a comparison of the factors, hence 
the factors of importance to evaluate were determined.  

3.2.4 Backtesting of the tool 

A backtesting of the tool were conducted to ensure validity of the tool, where the output data 
generated from the tool where compared with project specific data held by the case company. 
Further, data from four projects developed by the case company was inserted into the tool and 
the output where measured and analysed to understand the deviation between the modelled 
values and the values held by the company. Furthermore, backtesting is often applied as a 
method for analysing the viability of a model or a strategy (Escanciano and Pei, 2012). 
According to Escanciano and Pei (2012), performed backtesting analyses that reveals positive 
results ensures that the model or the strategy provides accurate estimations of the reality. Hence 
this, the backtesting allowed adjustments and improvements of the tool to generate more 
accurate estimations regarding a wind energy project’s profitability. The results from the 
backtesting are not public in this study due to confidentiality reasons. 
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3.3 Research quality  

To ensure high quality of the data throughout the study, validity and reliability were 
continuously examined in accordance with Yin’s (2009) four dimensions for a qualitative case 
study. The ethical aspect was further analysed in accordance with the Swedish Research 
Council’s principles (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). In addition, the sustainable aspects of the study 
were also examined and are presented in section 3.3.3. 

3.3.1 Validity and reliability 
To ensure high level of validity and reliability of the data, the study followed the criteria 
according to Yin (2009) for a qualitative case study. The criteria are divided into four 
dimensions presented below, see Table 3. 
 
Table 3. A presentation of the four dimensions for a qualitative case study described by Yin 
(2009) and how these were fulfilled. 

Research quality dimension Study stance  

Construct validity Constructed validity through data triangulation of theories, 
literature and interviews. Analysing the collected data from 
different perspectives and examining multiple sources. 

Internal validity Establishing causal relationships through the research 
framework explicit derived from literature and pattern 
matching between literature and interviews.   

External validity The usage of the tool in terms of its limitations and 
restriction is defined and to what extent the tool creates 
value. 

Reliability Explicit demonstration of the method and the interview 
guide containing questions and the selected respondents 
ensures reliability. In addition, searchable keywords that 
were used to find the literature are presented. 

 
The interviews, the literature and the theories used in this study were validated through 
triangulation. This was done by examining multiple sources and examining different 
perspectives of the phenomenon. The triangulation process established internal validity by 
critically analysing theories, literature and interviews from various sources to ensure 
trustworthy findings (Jick, 1979).  
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Throughout the study, continuous feedback sessions were conducted consisting of peer reviews 
at KTH, reviews from supervisors at KTH and reviews from a supervisor at the case company. 
These feedback sessions ensured a high level of validity by considering several perspectives of 
the study, thus limiting biases. 

3.3.2 Ethical aspects 
The ethical aspect was analysed in accordance with the Swedish Research Council’s principles. 
These principles were considered throughout the study, both in written form and while 
presenting and discussing findings from the study. Consequently, the study was conducted in 
accordance with scientific norms thus provided a trustworthy contribution to existing research 
within the field of evaluating wind energy projects (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). Thus, the tool 
created is ensured to be based on truthful information. Furthermore, the principles stated by 
Vetenskapsrådet (2002) consist of four requirements and are presented in Table 4.  
 
Table 4. A presentation of the four ethical principles according to Vetenskaprådet (2002). 

Ethical aspect Study stance  

Information requirement All the selected respondents were informed about the 
purpose and how the shared information was to be utilised 
in the study. This information was shared through email 
where background information about the study as well as the 
interview questions were sent out in advance. 

Consent requirement The respondents were required to approve their participation 
in this study by sending an email that confirmed their 
contribution. 

Confidentiality requirement The shared information gathered from the interviews and the 
seminars were treated confidential in which the respondents 
could not be identified based on their shared information. 
The respondents were required to agree on the usage of their 
shared information by confirming the interpretation that 
were send out after the conducted interviews. 

Good use requirement The gathered information from the interviews and the 
seminars were ensured to be used for the stated purpose. 
This was established through sending the interpretation of 
the gathered data from the interviews to the respondents for 
approval. In addition, the finalised report of the study was 
shared among the respondents and other relevant parties 
within the case company.   
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3.3.3 Sustainability aspects 
The sustainability aspect was considered throughout the study. The creation of the tool provides 
financial information regarding a wind energy project’s profitability in an early phase, which 
makes the tool beneficial for the society, the environment and the economy. From an economic 
perspective, the tool prevents the case company from spending resources on unnecessary 
projects, instead allows them to focus on wind energy projects that are most likely to succeed. 
In addition, by focusing on the projects with the highest potential to succeed, more wind farms 
can be built in Sweden. Consequently, the case company can ensure an efficient supply of 
electricity towards the society generated from renewable energy sources (EWEA, 2004). 
Further, the increased exploitation of renewable energy sources benefits the environment by 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions while producing electrical power. As wind turbines provide 
electricity from the wind, the dependency on fossil fuels within the power production can be 
reduced (Deloitte, 2018).  
 
However, the construction of wind energy farms may impact on animal and plant life in the 
nearby environment (WindEnergyDevelopment, 2019). In addition, the sound and the shadow 
from a wind turbine affects neighbours. This study and the tool do not take these aspects into 
considerations as they are out of scope for this study. It is however, important to mention that 
with technical development within wind turbine technology and sound reductions the impact 
on the animal and plant life could be limited (Hill, 2018).   
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4. Contextual case-specific information  

This section presents specific contextual information and provides an overall description 
regarding the environment in which this study takes place. The literature review gives a general 
understanding regarding the environment this study takes place. To gain a more precise 
context, case-specific information necessary for evaluation of wind energy projects in Sweden 
is examined and presented.   

4.1 Wind power in Sweden  

In Sweden, the total national production of electricity was 160,2 TWh from all energy 
production sources in 2017, where 11% came from wind energy production. The same year, 
Sweden had a total of 6611 MW in installed capacity from 3376 number of wind power plants. 
Out of these, 177 MW was installed during 2017 (Energimyndigheten, 2018).  
 

 
Figure 9. Wind power development in terms of number of turbines, capacity and production 

1990 to 2017 in Sweden. Graph created with information found at Energimyndigheten 
(2018). 

 
As Figure 9 demonstrates, the market for wind energy has been increasing with a rapid 
development over the last ten years. (Energimyndigheten, 2018). Furthermore, the market for 
wind power projects is increasing where wind power projects are sold or acquired in different 
development phases. In 2016, $7.1 billion were spent by investors on acquiring onshore wind 
projects resulting in approximately 140 deals in Europe. The Swedish market comprised 3% of 
that value. In the first 9 months of 2017, the total value acquired comprised approximately $4 
billion whereas the Swedish market comprised 10% of this value (Taylor Wessing, 2017).  
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4.2 The Swedish electricity grid  

The Swedish grid that distributes electricity can be divided into three levels, namely: national 
grid, regional grid and local grid. The national grid is owned by the Swedish organisation 
Svenska kraftnät (Svenska Kraftnät, 2017). This organisation develops and maintains the grid 
to ensure an efficient and secure supply of electricity (Vindlov, 2015, A). The grid in Sweden 
consists of 15,000 kilometres of power lines, where 75% is 400 kV and 25% is 220 kV. In 
addition, these power lines are connected to 160 substations and switching stations as well as 
16 overseas connections (Svenska Kraftnät, 2017). The national grid transports electricity from 
wind, hydro and thermal power plants and distributes the electricity to the regional and local 
grid networks in Sweden (Vindlov, 2015, A). 
 
The regional grid is more limited to a certain geographical area in Sweden and transfer power 
between the national grid and local grid, within or between different regions and between 
production facilities and the national grid. Larger production facilities are often directly 
connected to the regional grid. The regional grid consists of power lines from 30 kV to 130 kV 
(Vindlov, 2015, A).  
 
The local grids consist of power lines with voltage levels up to 20 kV and provides electricity 
to the majority of Sweden’s electricity users such as households and smaller production 
facilities. Both the regional grid and the local grid are owned and managed by Swedish 
distribution operators (Vindlov, 2015, A). The different grids and their specifications are 
summarised in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. Summation of the three grids and their respective specification (Vindlov, 2015, A). 

Grid Voltage Levels (kV) 

National Grid 220-400  

Regional Grid 30-130 

Local Grid 0-20 

4.3 Swedish electricity price areas  

Sweden is divided into four price areas for electricity, SE1, SE2, SE3 and SE4, as described in 
Figure 10 (Nätområden, 2010). The electricity price within each area depends on the supply 
and demand for electricity as well as the grid’s capacity to distribute electricity across Sweden. 
In general, electricity prices are lower in the north of Sweden due to an excess of electricity on 
the market. On the other hand, the electricity prices are higher in the southern parts of Sweden 
due to a deficit of electricity on the market. Market incentives have been established to 
encourage market participants to produce electricity in areas where the demand for electricity 
is high, such as in SE4. The incentives involve subsidies for electricity producers when 
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electricity is being distributed to grids in areas where the demand for electricity is high 
(Energimarknadsbyrån, 2019).   
  

 
Figure 10. The four electricity price areas in Sweden (Nätområden, 2010).  

 
Electricity spot prices and wind value factor 
Electricity is traded on the global power market at different spot prices. A factor that has an 
impact on the electricity prices is the value factor, also referred to as the earning ability of an 
energy source. The value factor of wind provides information about the current wind power 
production containing fluctuations in wind speeds in comparison with the wind power 
production if the winds were unchanged. As wind contain relative high fluctuations compared 
to a constant source of electricity, the value factor has a negative impact on the spot price. The 
value factor implies that electricity generated from wind power is less valuable than 
conventional sources which means that the electricity income will decrease (Hirth, 2016). Thus, 
the revenue generated from selling electricity is lower than the average price for electricity. 
Furthermore, the value factor varies depending on the geographical location since the wind 
speeds varies depending on such location (Diczfalusy, 2016).   
 
Grid tariffs 
Any subscriber of the national grid is obliged to pay a fee to Svenska Kraftnät, who owns the 
national grid in Sweden. The size of the fee is based on a special grid tariff that arises when 
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subscribers, such as wind farms owners, are connected to and transfer energy on the national 
grid. The grid tariffs are utilised by Svenska kraftnät to maintain and develop the national grid 
and provide subscribers with access to the whole electricity market. This means that subscribers 
of the national grid can distribute electricity to the grid in the north of Sweden, such as in SE1, 
meanwhile the consumption of the electricity can take place in the south of Sweden, such as in 
SE4 (Svenska Kraftnät, 2019).  
  
Furthermore, the grid tariffs consist of two types of fees; namely, the capacity fee and the 
energy fee. The capacity fee occurs to ensure that there is capacity in the grid to distribute and 
transfer electricity to the grid. Hence, the size of the fee varies depending on the amount of 
capacity distributed into the grid as well as the current capacity within the grid at the specific 
connection point. If the capacity load in the grid is high, the capacity fee increases, meaning 
that it becomes more expensive to distribute electricity to the grid, to even out power peaks on 
the grid. Thus, this fee is paid in SEK/kW. The size of the capacity fee is highest in SE1 and 
decreases linearly towards SE4 (Diczfalusy, 2016). Furthermore, the energy fee is based on the 
transmission losses that occur at each grid connection point when electricity is being distributed 
to the grid. This fee varies depending on the geographical location of the grid connection point 
in Sweden. The prices for year 2019, for both the capacity fee and the energy fee are found at 
Svenska Kraftnät’s website (Svenska Kraftnät, 2019).  
  
As the grid tariff is a fee that every subscriber of the national grid is obliged to pay, the tariff 
affects the costs of a wind energy project. The Svenska Kraftnät has increased the price of the 
grid tariff for 2019 by 14 % compared to the price for year 2018. The increased price comes as 
a result of lack of capacity on the national grid, especially at urban areas where the growth rate 
is high, and the electricity consumption is increasing simultaneously (Svenska Kraftnät, 2019).  

4.4 The factors applied in a Swedish context 

Specific conditions regarding grid connections and electricity transmission as well as Swedish 
laws and restrictions has an effect on the outcome of a wind energy project executed in Sweden. 
This in addition to generally described factors in section 2.4. The impact of these is presented 
more in detail below.   
 
Grid connections and electricity transmission 
A wind power plant located in Sweden could be connected to the three grids: the national, 
regional and local grid, as described in section 4.2. The most optimal grid connections based 
on the size of the wind power plant and its generated power are presented in Table 6. 
Furthermore, in Sweden, most of the electricity is transmitted through the national and regional 
grid (Energimyndigheten, 2013).  
 
At larger wind power plants consisting of several turbines located in Sweden, an internal power 
grid is often required. The internal power grid collects the electricity from each wind turbine 
and steps up the voltage level of the electricity before it can be further distributed to the grid 
(Vindlov, 2015, B).  
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Table 6. The most optimal connections of generated power from a wind power plant to a certain 
type of grid (Energimyndigheten, 2013). 

Generated Power (MW) Grid’s Voltage Levels (kV) Type of Grid 

>300 400 National Grid 

≥100-300 220  National Grid 

10-100 40-130 Regional Grid 

<10 10-20 Local Grid 

4.5 Laws and restrictions regulating the construction of wind power plants in Sweden 

There are many laws and regulations that are needed to be taken into consideration when 
building wind power plants in Sweden. The project process involves several steps where 
permits are needed for the process to be able to continue. The most important laws and 
restrictions that has an effect on the project process are presented below (Vindlov, 2017, A).  
 
The most important laws are the environmental law (sw. Miljöbalken), the construction law 
(sw. Plan- och bygglagen), the electricity law (sw. ellagen) and the electricity and safety law 
(sw. elsäkerhetslagen). The environmental law refers to rules and restrictions regarding 
sustainable consumption of resources, protected geographical areas and the creation of an 
environmental impact assessment that is needed to achieve a permit for construction (Vindlov, 
2018, A; Vindlov, 2018, B; Vindlov, 2018, C). The construction law refers to rules and 
regulations regarding construction permits and technical specification regarding the 
construction. For example, it regulates the maximum allowed height of the turbines (Vindlov, 
2016, B; Vindlov, 2016, C). The electricity law includes regulations regarding grid concession 
(a license to conduct electric grid operations), the allowed revenues for the owner of the grid 
concession, rules for municipally owned electricity companies as well as compensation for 
potential power failure. The electricity safety law includes all rules regarding the responsibility 
of the owner of a facility that produces electricity as well as the company and individual 
installing electricity in the facility (Vindlov, 2017, B).   
 
 
Apart from the laws and restrictions mentioned above, an actor also needs to take other laws 
into consideration when building wind power plants. These handles matters regarding, for 
instance, the right to build a grid over someone else's property, ancient monuments and 
historical buildings, areas used for reindeer herding, forest conservation and electromagnetic 
compatibility. Registration and approval is also needed from the civil aviation administration. 
The restrictions needed to be considered depends on the individual wind power plant project. 
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Within the whole permit process, the municipalities have veto to end a wind energy project, 
thus it is of importance that they are positive to the project (Vindlov, 2017, A). 
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5. Empirical results 

In this section the empirics collected from the three seminars and interview round 1 and 2 is 
presented. Firstly, the early project phase is presented, followed by an identification of the 
factors that are of importance to evaluate at this phase. Secondly, an elimination of the non-
quantifiable factors is presented as well as the creation and quantification of the scenarios.   

5.1 The early project phase  

This study focuses on the creation of a tool for evaluating projects at an early project phase. In 
accordance with the delimitations of this study, the phase in focus of this thesis is to support 
the preliminary business case analysis at the feasibility study described in section 2.2. The 
information collected from the three initial seminars and characteristics of the early project 
phase at the specific case company is described in detail below.   
 
In the early project phase, a feasibility study is conducted with the aim to gain an understanding 
regarding a project’s restrictions and opportunities. The feasibility study includes a brief wind 
study, investigation of opposing interests in the local area as well as an investigation of the 
municipality’s approach towards wind energy projects in the area. The feasibility study is often 
conducted by project developers. In accordance with the feasibility study, a process that 
determines the likelihood of the permits to be granted is also executed. In addition, an 
investigation of possible grid connections and the local grid owners is also conducted (Project 
Manager A, 2019; Head of Portfolio Transactions A, 2019). According to Transaction Manager 
A (2019), the feasibility study provides an overall understanding of the project but does neither 
provide specific numbers nor does it assess the potential financial outcome of a project. As 
multiple potential projects could be available on the market at the same time, multiple options 
need to be considered. Although, Project Economist A (2019) argues that a financial evaluation 
process exists but occurs in a later phase in a project’s development. In addition, Transaction 
Manager A (2019) points out that the decision makers at the case company currently need a 
better way to compare different projects at an early project phase. 
 
According to Project Manager A (2019), the information available at this phase is often project 
specific and does often vary between projects. However, Transaction manager A (2019) argues 
that even if the information is often project specific, it is possible to generalise some of the 
information available. In general, the information that is available are wind speed, site location 
and public restrictions regarding the location. In addition, a first indication of the likelihood of 
the permits being granted as well as the opposing interests is also available.  

5.2 The identification of important factors to evaluate at an early phase 

Following the research process step 1, an initial identification of the key factors to evaluate at 
an early phase was obtained. This step answers the first research question (SRQ1). Further, see 
Appendix B for the interview questions.  
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Figure 11. Location in the research process. 

 
From interview round 1, eight key factors were identified to have an impact on a project’s 
profitability in an early phase. The key factors are presented below.  
 

● Key factor 1: Conditions for civil work  
According to Project Associate A (2019) an infrastructure that enables the realisation of a wind 
energy project is important and has an impact on the outcome of a project. An infrastructural 
parameter that is critical in the early project phase is the surrounding terrain at the specific site 
location since the terrain determines the construction possibilities of the wind turbines. 
However, according to Project Developer C (2019), projects in Sweden are rarely found in 
areas where the terrain is too complicated and does not allow construction of wind turbines. 
Project Developer C (2019) further explains that permits and opposing interests are more likely 
to impede the realisation of wind energy projects than complicated terrains. Moreover, another 
infrastructural parameter mentioned during the interview that has an effect on a project’s 
outcome is access roads to the site that are required to transport wind turbines and other 
constructions materials (Project Manager Associate A, 2019). Moreover, all the respondents, 
Project Developer A, B and C and Project manager associate A, mentioned conditions for civil 
works as a key factor that will impacts on a project’s outcome and to what extent varies 
depending on the infrastructural parameters at the site (Project Developer A, 2019; Project 
Developer B, 2019; Project Associate A, 2019).  

 
● Key factor 2: Grid conditions 

Grid condition is an important parameter that will impact the costs of a project. These costs are 
mainly driven by the available capacity in the grid as well as the distance to an available grid 
connection point (Project Associate A, 2019; Project Developers A and B, 2019). However, 
grid conditions become more relevant for small to medium sized parks which is stated by 
Project Developer B (2019) as: “Larger projects can be built anywhere as these projects often 
require complete new grid connection set up, meanwhile medium to small park sizes must take 
grid connection into account before these projects can be built.” Furthermore, Project 
Developer B (2019) explains that the available capacity in the existing grid becomes more 
important for small to medium sized parks to investigate at an early project phase. Transaction 
Manager A (2019) agrees that the available capacity has a greater impact on small to medium 
sized parks than is does on large sized parks.  
 
Moreover, the distance to an available grid connection point is often a parameter that burdens 
the results of a project’s outcome. According to Project Developer C (2019) is it costly to lay 
out new cables which makes the closeness to an available grid connection point and the 
available capacity in the grid important to investigate. This parameter was mentioned by all the 
respondents (Project Manager A, B and C (2019) and Project Associate A (2019)) and 
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confirmed by Transaction Manager A (2019) as a burden of the results of a project’s 
profitability. 

 
● Key factor 3: Wind resource  

Wind conditions is an important parameter to investigate in the early project phase. This is 
especially stated by Project Developer B (2019) as: “without wind, a project is not profitable”. 
Furthermore, Project Developer C (2019) and Project Associate A (2019) shared similar 
thoughts regarding the impact of wind conditions on a project’s profitability and pointed out 
that wind farms are not built in windless areas. Therefore, wind resource becomes a decisive 
factor for a project’s development where the case company are interested in areas where the 
wind speed is high (Project Developer C, 2019). This key factor was mentioned by all the 
respondents, (Project manager A, B and C (2019), Project Associate A (2019)) as an important 
factor for the development of wind energy projects. In addition, Transaction Manager A (2019) 
confirms the importance of wind resource by emphasising wind as an obvious resource for 
developing wind energy projects.  
 
According to Transaction Manager A (2019), the most common wind speeds in Sweden can be 
found within the interval 6,5-8,5 m/s at 100 metres height. Areas where the wind speed exceeds 
8,5 m/s are often limited to mountains which makes the construction of wind parks too difficult. 
Further, Transaction Manager A (2019) explains that areas where the wind speed is below 6,5 
m/s are often not interesting for the case company since there are a lot of other places with 
better wind speeds.  
 

● Key factor 4: Electricity price areas 
There are four geographical electricity price areas in Sweden, see Figure 10. Each area has 
different cost rates for distributing electricity into the grid and these cost rates are regulated by 
supply and demand of electricity within that area. As a result, the electricity price areas has an 
impact on a project’s outcome and is referred to as a revenue item (Transaction Manager A, 
2019). Moreover, this key factor was not mentioned by any of the project developers A, B and 
C (2019) nor by Project Associate A (2019). According to Transaction Manager A (2019), this 
factor is more relevant when comparing different projects available on the market and is 
therefore outside Project Developers’ A, B and C and Project Associate’s A scope of work.  
 

● Key factor 5: Turbine technical conditions 
Turbines have technical characteristics where hub height, rotor diameter and utilisation rate 
vary between different models. These technical characteristics of the turbines has an effect on 
its annual power production (Project developer A, 2019). As a result, the model of the turbine 
plays an important role for a project’s outcome. According to Project Developer B (2019), it is 
often the permits or the terrain that limits the usage of different turbine models. Even if the 
model of the turbine plays an important role for a project’s outcome, Transaction Manager A 
(2019) argues that the model of turbine becomes irrelevant when comparing different projects 
at an early phase. This is because the supply of turbine models is the same for all projects, at a 
given point in time, and an evaluation could be executed by only using one turbine model.  
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● Key factor 6: Technological turbine advancement 
Advancement in turbine technology enables an increased power production and higher 
efficiency at lower wind speeds. Although, the planning and development of wind energy 
projects can take several years which means that the turbine model at the time of planning 
might be obsolete at the time the project is being realised (Project Developer C, 2019). 
According to Project Developer B (2019), the technological advancement creates uncertainty 
in calculations since data might be outdated. However, Transaction Manager A (2019) argues 
that the advancement in turbine technology is irrelevant when comparing different projects at 
an early phase on the market since the technological progress will affect all projects equally. 
 

● Key factor 7: Permit conditions 
All wind energy projects must go through a permit process before the projects can be realised. 
Wind energy projects in Sweden go through two authorities, firstly the municipality and 
secondly the county board. Permits that are against the development of the wind energy projects 
does often lead to termination of the projects or to a time-consuming legal process in terms of 
appeal to supreme court (Project Developer A, 2019). Consequently, the permit condition as a 
factor has an impact on a project’s development. However, as the political situation within the 
county government and the municipality changes every four years due to election in Sweden, 
the permit conditions may change as well. According to Project Developer B (2019), it is 
therefore, necessary to let projects go through a new permit process when the political situation 
has changed if a project is still of interest to realise. Furthermore, the impact of permits on a 
project’s development is confirmed by Transaction Manager A (2019). Although, Transaction 
Manager A (2019) means that a project evaluation should be conducted with projects that have 
a certain likelihood to receive the permits that are required to be further developed.  
 
Furthermore, there exists some legal usage for areas in Sweden such as old forest, wetland and 
national parks. Developing projects close to or within these areas are often unnecessary since 
the permit process becomes too challenging in terms of time and money (Project Developer C, 
2019). The municipalities in Sweden are also required to deliver a plan for establishing wind 
farms which contains areas where the construction of wind farms is allowed. In such areas the 
permit process is easier (Project Developer B, 2019).  
 
Another parameter within permit conditions is the land leasing agreement for the site. The cost 
for land lease is often determined through a negotiation between the land owner and the case 
company. Therefore, it is important for the case company to analyse the land owners’ interests 
in wind farms and to get a leasing agreement that is economically feasible (Project Associate 
A, 2019). Furthermore, Transaction Manager A (2019) confirms the importance of establishing 
an economically feasible land lease agreement and refer the cost as an operating cost.  

 
● Key factor 8: Opposing interests  

Opposing interests is a factor that impacts on a project’s development. Interests that are against 
wind farms or against the case company operating as energy producer does often lead to 
termination of projects. Parameters such as eagles, reindeers, culture, old and protected forest 
in a specific site are examples that often impedes a project’s development (Project Developer 
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A, 2019). This is especially stated by Project Developer B (2019) as: “The project had 
developed far and the stakeholders in the area were positive towards the project. All of sudden 
someone saw an eagle in the area, apparently an unusual one, and the project were put on hold 
for three years.” Therefore, Project Developer A and B (2019) emphasises the importance of 
analysing stakeholders’ interest and attitude towards wind farm development in the specific 
area at an early project phase. Project Developer C (2019) agrees on the importance of 
analysing stakeholders’ interests, especially during the permit process as “an analysis of the 
opposing interests and their strengths in any legal proceedings are important to conduct in an 
early project phase”. Furthermore, to analyse the interests towards wind farms it is necessary 
to establish good relationships with the stakeholders. This means Project Developer B (2019) 
in which good relationships can provide advantages in the permit processes. However, 
Transaction Manager A (2019) argues that good relationships are important and opposing 
interests have an impact on a project’s development, but these parameters becomes irrelevant 
when evaluating projects at the phase that the tool aims to evaluate. Transaction Manager A 
(2019) explains that when the evaluation process will be conducted, the permit process has 
already been initiated where the projects with a certain likelihood to receive the permits 
required are allowed to proceed.  
 
To summarise, the key factors 1-8 are identified as factors that are of importance when 
evaluating wind energy projects at an early project phase. To create a practical tool that 
provides financial information regarding a project’s potential profitability composed by key 
factors, further analysis is required. The key factors must be able to be quantifiable into 
monetary terms to define what impact these factors have on a project’s profitability, hence the 
next step in the research process.  

5.3 Elimination of the non-quantifiable factors  

The next step in the research process was to eliminate the non-quantifiable factors to enable a 
creation of a quantitative model. This step contributes to answer sub research question two 
(SRQ2). The information regarding the elimination of the non-quantifiable factors is collected 
from interview round 2, see Appendix B for the interview questions.  

 
Figure 12. Location in the research process. 

 
The financial impact of some key factors is possible to estimate at an early phase, while some 
are not possible to estimate at this phase. This is because the uncertainty of some factors is so 
high in which the number of scenarios that covers all the likely outcomes cannot be created or 
that some factors inhibit the project’s development and make further evaluation of the project 
obsolete (Transaction Manager A, 2019). The key factors that are possible to quantify 
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monetarily and the key factors that are not possible to quantify monetarily are summarised in 
Table 7.  
 
Table 7. A summary of the key factors that are possible to quantify and not possible to quantify 
into monetary terms in an early project phase.  

Factor Possible to quantify Not possible to quantify 

1. Conditions for civil works  X  

2. Grid conditions X  

3. Wind resource 
 

X  

4. Electricity price areas X  

5. Turbine technical 
conditions 

X  

6. Technological turbine 
advancement  

 X 

7. Permit conditions  X 

8. Opposing interests  X 
 

 
As demonstrated in Table 7, the key factors; conditions for civil works, grid conditions, wind 
resource, electricity price area and turbine technical conditions are possible to quantify 
monetarily. All these key factors can be referred to as a cost or a revenue item where their 
financial impact on a project’s outcome can be defined (Wind Resource Analyst A, 2019; 
Onshore Grid Specialist A, 2019; Cost Engineer A, 2019, Senior Project Engineer A, 2019; 
Transaction Manager A, 2019). The key factors that cannot be quantified monetarily are; 
technological turbine advancement, permit conditions and opposing interests. These factors are 
further eliminated from the evaluation tool and the reasons for the elimination are described 
more in detail below.      
 

● Key factor 6: Technological turbine advancement  
This key factor is eliminated since the technical advancement is too difficult to quantify 
monetarily and the uncertainty within the factor becomes too high. This is because the case 
company does not have any information regarding releases of new turbines types until they are 
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available on the market. This is especially stated by Transaction Manager A, (2019) as: “all we 
know is that the turbines will improve but exactly how the improvement progress will look 
like, is uncertain”. Another reason why this factor is eliminated is that the available turbine 
technology on the market is the same for all the projects at the time the evaluation is being 
executed. Therefore, this factor becomes irrelevant when comparing different early-phase 
projects available on the market at the same time (Transaction Manager, 2019).   
 

● Key factor 7: Permit conditions 
This key factor is eliminated since permit conditions are a requirement for a project to proceed 
its development. The case company requires certain a likelihood for the permits to be granted 
to allow further development of these projects. Furthermore, permit conditions that falls below 
the set limit does often lead to termination of the project. As mentioned in section 5.1, an 
assessment of the permit process is already initiated at the time a project evaluation process is 
conducted. Consequently, the projects that falls below the acceptable limits becomes irrelevant 
to further evaluate (Permit Specialist, 2019).  
 

● Key factor 8: Opposing interest 
This key factor is eliminated since opposing interests that are against the development of wind 
energy projects does often lead to termination of the project. The case company requires the 
same likelihood for the opposing interests as for the permit conditions and with the same 
arguments as above, this factor is not relevant to further evaluate (Transaction Manager, 2019: 
Permit Specialist, 2019). 

5.4 Creation and quantification of scenarios 

The third step in the research framework was to create and quantify scenarios of the five key 
factors that were possible to quantify monetarily. This step contributes to answer sub research 
question two (SRQ2). The information presented below is gathered from interview round 2, 
see Appendix B for the interview questions. 

 
Figure 13. Location in the research process.  

 
From interview round 2, different scenarios were created to enable a quantification of the key 
factors. The quantification and the scenarios are described in detail below. 
 

● Key factor 1: Conditions for civil work 
The key factor, conditions for civil work is important to evaluate since the factor, according to 
Project Economist (2019), affects a projects’ capital expenditure. Civil work is divided into 
five components; roads, foundations, site set up, other and hardstanding. These are further 
divided to create scenarios, in accordance with Senior Project Engineer (Civil/Structural) 
(2019). Refer to Figure 14 for the scenario structure for civil works.  
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Figure 14. The scenario structure for civil works. 

 
As Figure 14 demonstrates, roads and other that are highlighted. This is because these are 
optional parameters and can be changed in the tool by the user. Roads can be divided into three 
options depending on the existing infrastructure at the site. The three options are, according to 
Senior Project Engineer (Civil/Structural) (2019), to construct new site roads, upgrade existing 
site roads or upgrade existing access roads. By combining these three options, different 
scenarios are created. Furthermore, Senior Project Engineer (Civil/Structural) (2019) explains 
that tree felling and snow shovelling are two parameters that is needed at some sites, but not at 
others. Therefore, these are categorised as other and by combining the options, different 
scenarios are created. All these scenarios are quantified based on the cost for each alternative.  
 
According to Senior Project Engineer (Civil/Structural) (2019) the parameters foundations, site 
set up and hardstandings (not highlighted in Figure 14) are additional parameters that affect 
the initial cost for civil works. However, Transaction Manager (2019) argues that these are 
uncertain at an early project phase. Due to this uncertainty, these parameters are quantified as 
fixed CAPEX items in the tool and the user of the tool cannot change these parameters.   
 

● Key factor 2: Grid conditions 
According to Project Economist (2019), the key factor, Grid conditions impacts a project’s 
CAPEX. To determine the financial impact, three scenarios were created and further quantified 
monetarily, see Figure 15 for the scenario structure. The three scenarios were created based on 
the available capacity within the national and the regional grid. According to Onshore Grid 
Specialist A (2019), the information regarding the available capacity on the regional grid is 
often received by asking the regional grid owner at the specific site location. Further, Onshore 
Grid Specialist A (2019) explains that the amount of available capacity of the regional grid and 
the size of the wind park determines how much the case company must construct in terms of 
stations, transformers and cables to connect the wind farm to the grid. Thus, Onshore Grid 
Specialist A (2019) argues that the available capacity within the regional grid drives the costs 
for grid conditions.  
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During interview round 2, Onshore Grid Specialist A (2019) provided information regarding a 
grid situation where it was no available capacity on the regional grid. If there is not enough or 
no available capacity on the regional grid, the case company must connect the wind farm to the 
national grid. Further, Onshore Grid Specialist A (2019) explains that the power level within 
the national grid must be transformed to match the power level within the regional grid and 
then be further transformed to match the power on a local level at a specific site. The first step 
of this process is to cut the national power line of 400 kV and then place a national station of 
400 kV at the site location. To connect to the regional grid, a transformer is further required 
that converts the power from 400 kV in the national grid to 130 kV, which is the power level 
of the regional grid. In addition, a regional station of 130 kV is required. As the national station, 
the transformer and the regional station are built at the same geographical location, overhead 
lines of 130 kV are laid out from the regional station to the wind farm. The number of overhead 
lines required depends on size of the wind farm. Before the wind turbines at the site can be 
connected to the regional grid, another transformer is required. The transformer connects the 
overhead lines of 130 kV and converts it into 30 kV. Then a local station is required of 30 kV 
and from that station, cables to the turbines are laid out to connect the wind turbines. The 
number of cables to the turbines required depends on the number of turbines at the site. 
Moreover, based on this information, three scenarios were created where the available capacity 
on the regional grid determines the most suitable scenario. The quantification of these scenarios 
was based on the costs for the construction material such as stations, transformers, overhead 
lines and cables that were required within each scenario. Further, Onshore Grid Specialist A 
(2019) shared the cost information with confidentiality thus this information is excluded from 
the report. 
 

 
Figure 15. The scenario structure for grid conditions.  

 
The first scenario requires a new regional station and a new national station, see Figure 15, for 
scenario 1. This scenario aims at larger park sizes where the difference between the park size 
(MW) and the available capacity in the regional grid is above 200 MW. This means that the 
available capacity within the regional grid is not able to transfer all the power generated form 
the park, thus a regional and a national station are required. The requirement of a national and 
a regional station implies other grid specifications needed in terms of overhead lines, different 
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transformers and cables. See Table 8 for the requirements and the grid specifications needed 
for scenario 1. 
 
The second scenario requires an internal grid at the specific site and an available connection 
point to the regional grid in proximity to the site, see Figure 15 for scenario 2. In this scenario, 
the difference between the park size (MW) and the available capacity within the regional grid 
is less than 50 MW. This means that the available capacity within the regional grid is enough 
for the specific park size but a new grid connection point to the regional grid is required. If 
such grid connection point is not available in proximity to the site, cables must be laid out to 
reach an available connection point. The cost for such cable depends on the distance from the 
wind farm site to the available grid connection point. The internal grid and the connection point 
to the regional grid implies other grid specifications needed in terms of overhead lines, different 
transformers and cables. See Table 8 for the requirements and the grid specifications needed 
for scenario 2. 
 
The third scenario requires an expansion of existing regional station to connect the wind farm, 
see Figure 15 for scenario 3. In this scenario, the difference between the park size (MW) and 
the available capacity is higher than 50 MW but less than 200 MW. This means that there is 
some available capacity in the regional grid, but an expansion of the capacity is required to 
connect the wind farm. The expansion of the regional station implies other grid specifications 
needed in terms of overhead lines, different transformers and cables. See Table 8 for the 
requirements and the grid specifications needed for scenario 3. 
 
Table 8. Grid specifications for what is necessary to build for the different scenarios. 

Grid specification  Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 

Difference between park 
size and available capacity 
at regional station 

>200MW <50MW 50MW-200MW 

National station 400 kV X   

Transformer 130-400 kV X   

Regional station 130 kV X  X (only upgrade 
necessary) 

Overhead line 130 kV X X X 

Transformer 130-30 kV X X X 

Wind power station  X X X 
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Cable to turbines  X X X 

 
● Key factor 3: Wind resource 

Wind resource is important to evaluate since it, according to Project Economist (2019), in 
combination with a spot price, affects a project’s revenue. Furthermore, Wind Resource 
Analyst (2019) explains that wind resource is possible to quantify by using the mean wind 
speed at a specific site, a Weibull distribution curve, available hours and a power curve for a 
specific turbine type. Further, Wind Resource Analyst (2019) explains that losses that reduce 
the power production also need to be taken into consideration to obtain a more realistic 
quantification. See Figure 16 for the scenario structure of wind resource and the parameters 
needed to quantify wind resource.      
 

 
Figure 16. The scenario structure of wind resource and the position of the parameters used to 

quantify different mean wind speeds. 
 
The scenario structure in Figure 16 demonstrates how mean wind speed is quantified. 
Moreover, Wind Resource Analyst (2019) explained that for a specific mean wind speed an 
individual Weibull distribution is created with different shape and scale parameters. This 
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Weibull distribution was created following equation (5). Further, Wind Resource Analyst 
(2019) states that the Weibull distribution multiplied with the yearly available hours gives a 
probability distribution over the number of hours the wind is blowing at different wind speeds. 
By multiplying this distribution with the power curve for a specific wind turbine, an expected 
gross power production can be obtained. In the tool, the mean wind speed is inserted by the 
user and an expected annual gross power production is calculated.  
 
However, Wind Resource Analyst (2019) also argues that the gross power production does not 
include losses that causes the wind station to not always produce at maximum. Therefore, the 
net power production that take losses into account that affect wind availability need to be 
quantified. According to Wind Resource Analyst (2019), the majority of the losses for projects 
in Sweden are caused by ice and the wake effect. Other losses that could affect the net power 
production could for example be losses due to downtime of a wind station due to maintenance 
or reparation. These losses are further quantified as follows: 
 

● Losses due to ice    
Ice losses vary depending on the location of the wind farm. In northern Sweden are the losses 
for ice higher compared than the losses for ice in southern parts of Sweden. Therefore, the 
losses in power production due to ice could, according to Wind Resource Analyst (2019), be 
divided into the same geographical areas as the electricity price areas. The losses for ice within 
the respective area are estimated based on confidential data provided from the case company. 
Thus, these estimations are not public in this study.  
 

● Losses due to the wake effect  
According to Wind Resource Analyst (2019), the losses due to the wake effect increases with 
the number of turbines, if the project area is constant. In the tool, this increase has been 
estimated to be linear with the number of turbines due to simplicity reasons. To be able to 
quantify this effect, three scenarios consisting of a small park, a middle-sized park and a large 
park was obtained. Data from the case company with the losses due to the wake effect at small, 
medium and large wind parks was received. As this information is confidential it is excluded 
from the report. In the tool, the size of the park is inserted by the user and a wake effect is 
calculated in percentage that reduces the gross power production.         
 

● Other losses 
Wind Resource Analyst A (2019) also explains other losses that are of importance when 
quantifying wind speeds. However, according to Resource Analyst B (2019) a realistic 
quantification of these losses is to calculate with a constant, flat rate that reduces the gross 
power production. The size of the flat rate is confidential and is not public in this study.  
 

● Key factor 4: Electricity price area 
According to Transaction Manager (2019), the electricity price areas have different electricity 
spot prices and value factors which impacts the electricity price, as illustrated in Figure 17. 
The electricity price is the amount that the case company can charge for the electricity. 
Consequently, the electricity price impacts a wind energy project’s revenue (Project 
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Economist, 2019). Furthermore, the scenarios were built upon the different electricity price 
areas in Sweden and the area’s respective spot price and value factor. These prices and the 
value factor were given by the case company and shared with confidentiality. However, similar 
data of value factor and future electricity spot prices can be found at Nasdaq’s website, 
www.nasdaq.com. See Appendix C for an example of the future electricity spot prices found at 
the website. In the tool, the user can select the electricity price area and the related electricity 
price is calculated. 

 
Figure 17. The scenario structure of the electricity price.  

 
● Key factor 5: Turbine technology 

Different turbines have different impact on a project’s outcome, mostly depending on the initial 
investment required and the characteristics of the turbines. The chosen turbine impacts the 
potential revenues as well as the capital expenditure (Project Economist, 2019). According to 
Cost Engineer A (2019), the larger the rotor blades, the more power a turbine can extract from 
the wind at lower wind speeds. Further, Cost Engineer A (2019) explains that higher wind 
speeds are often obtained at higher hub heights. Consequently, a higher power production is 
often obtained at higher hub heights. Moreover, Cost Engineer A (2019) emphasises that the 
costs for different turbines does also vary depending on these characteristics, stated as: “the 
price varies between different turbine manufacturers, but in general, it is increases with hub 
height and rotor diameter”. Transaction manager A (2019) agrees that the price varies 
depending on the turbine characteristics but argues that one turbine could be used in an 
evaluation since the available supply of models on the market are same for all projects. Hence, 
only one turbine type is further used in the tool for simplicity reasons. This turbine has a 
specific power curve that is used to calculate the annual power production. The capacity of the 
turbine is used to calculate the park size. Further, the information regarding this turbine is 
confidential thus excluded in the report.       

5.5 Other additional required conditions  

According to Transaction Manager A (2019), it is necessary to analyse the additional O&M 
costs to create a complete cost structure of wind energy projects at an early phase. The O&M 
costs are divided into eight cost items: grid maintenance, grid surveillance, tariffs to national 
grid owner, turbine maintenance, land lease, site office, operating electricity and other 
(Commercial Manager A, 2019). These costs item is presented in Table 9 below. According to 
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Commercial Manager A (2019), these cost items occur from the commission date and for a 
wind energy project´s lifetime. 
 
Table 9. O&M cost items.  

Cost item Quantification  

Grid maintenance Variable cost depending on the number of wind turbines 

Grid surveillance Variable cost depending on the number of wind turbines 

Tariffs to national grid owner Variable cost depending on the park size and 
geographical electricity price area. Includes both power 
and energy fees 

Turbine maintenance Variable cost that depends on a flat rate based on the size 
of the park 

Land lease Variable cost calculated as a share of  revenue 

Site office Fixed cost, depends on park size  

Operating electricity Variable cost, depends on park size  

Other Variable cost, depends on park size and mainly 
represents administrative work  

 
Further, Transaction Manager A (2019) explains that the inflation rate could be set to 2%. This 
rate is also in accordance with the Swedish Riksbank’s inflation target where similar data can 
be found at their website: www.riksbank.se.  
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6. Analysis 

In this section, the information from the empirics and the literature are analysed and resulting 
in a description of the tool as well as the results of the sensitivity analysis leading to a 
determination of the important factors to evaluate.    

6.1 Tool structure  

The fourth step in the research framework was to create a tool, where the five key factors as 
well as other additional required conditions described in section 5.4 and 5.5 were examined. 
This step contributes to answer the main research question (MRQ) where the tool is a 
suggestion on how wind energy projects can be evaluated at an early phase.  

 
Figure 18. Location in the research process.  

 
The tool was created based on findings from the empirics and the literature review. The tool 
was created using MS Office Excel as software. The structure of the tool, the location of its 
components and how the components were used to calculate an expected outcome are described 
in Figure 19. The input and the output are further described in section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.  
  

 
Figure 19. The structure of the tool and the location of the components when calculating the 

NPV.   
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As Figure 19 demonstrates, the potential expected financial outcome is estimated by 
calculating the net present value. This is further calculated by discounting the yearly net of the 
positive and negative cash flows during a wind energy project´s lifetime. The positive cash 
flows are the revenues, which are generated by multiplying the expected annual power 
production derived from key factor 3 (Wind resource) with the electricity price derived from 
key factor 4 (Electricity price areas). A wind energy project is estimated to generate revenues 
in 25 years from its commissioning year, which is utilised in the tool. The price that a project 
owner gets for each kWh varies depending both on the geographical price area and over time. 
However, the annual power production estimated as described in section 5.4 is assumed to be 
constant over a project’s lifetime.  
 
The negative cash flows are generated by summing the yearly investment costs and the costs 
for operation and maintenance. The investment costs are generated by summing the costs 
derived from key factors 1, 2, and 5, (the costs for civil works, grid connection and the 
turbines). Over a project’s lifetime, the total investment costs are estimated to be distributed 
between the years from construction year to commission date. The CAPEX is more heavily 
weighted closed towards commission year as turbines are usually delivered last and compose 
a significant part of CAPEX.  
 
The costs for operations and maintenance are estimated as described in section 5.5. During a 
project’s lifetime, the costs for operation and maintenance is estimated to be a cost in 25 years, 
from the commissioning year to the dismantling of a wind park. These costs are assumed to 
increase with the inflation rate.  
 
Apart from calculating the net present value, other output is calculated. However, it is 
calculated by using different parts of the structure described above in Figure 19. Refer to 
section 6.1.2 for a more detailed description of the output data derived from the tool.  

6.1.1 Input data  
The input data are divided into five categories: Project specifics, site specifics, grid specifics, 
civil works specifics, economic specifics. These categories contain various sub-parameters that 
provides necessary information of a project at an early phase used to conduct a project 
evaluation. See Table 10 for the input data required to be inserted when using the tool.  
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Table 10. Description of the input data.   
Project specifics  
Current year 2019 
Construction year 2019-2080 
Commission date 2020-2080 
Site Specifics  
Park size Small/Medium/Large 
# Turbines 1-100 
Electricity price area SE1/SE2/SE3/SE4 
Turbine type Type 1 
Average wind speed [m/s] 6-10  
Grid specifics  
Available capacity at regional station [MW] 0-∞ 
Existing transformer at regional station  YES/NO 
Distance from windpark to regional station [km] 0-∞ 
Civil works specifics  
Roads  
New Site Roads YES/NO 
Upgrade/Repaired Site Roads YES/NO 
Upgrade/Repaired Access Roads YES/NO 
Other  
Tree felling YES/NO 
Snow shovelling & road maintenance during 
construction and WTG installation 

YES/NO 

Economic specifics  
WACC [%] 0- ∞ 
Inflation [%] 0- ∞ 

 
As demonstrated in Table 10, the input Project specifics are composed by the current year, 
construction year and commission date that are required to be inserted. These years and date 
must be inserted to discount the revenues and the costs to the year a project is being evaluated. 
Furthermore, the input Site specifics are composed by park size, number of turbines at the 
specific site, electricity price area, turbine type and average wind speed at the specific site 
location that are required to be inserted. Furthermore, the park size can be either small, medium 
or large and are inserted to calculate the wind losses in terms of wake effects. The park sizes 
are utilised to maintain the area of a wind site constant and letting the number of turbines at the 
wind site determining the wake effect. Furthermore, a small park size is estimated to have 1-
15 turbines, a medium park size is estimated to have 16-29 turbines and a large park size is 
estimated to have 30-100 turbines. Although, it is possible to insert more or fewer number of 
turbines than the estimations of the park sizes thus affecting the wake effects differently. The 
number of turbines can assume a value between 1 and 100 and are further utilised to calculate 
the annual power production and the size of the park. The electricity price area is either SE1, 
SE2, SE3 or SE4 and is inserted to calculate the revenues such as electricity price and value 
factor, wind losses such as ice and O&M costs such as power energy fees. Furthermore, the 
input Grid specifics are composed by available capacity at regional station (MW), existing 
transformer at regional station and distance from wind park to regional station expressed in 
kilometres, that are required to be inserted to calculate the investment costs. The available 
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capacity at regional station and existing transformer at regional station are used to determine 
which grid scenario a project belongs to, see section 5.4 for the grid scenarios. The values of 
available capacity at the regional station and the distance to the wind park from a regional 
station can vary from zero to infinity meanwhile existing transformer at regional station 
requires to be inserted as either YES or NO. Further, the input Civil works specifics are used to 
calculate the investment costs and are divided into two categories: roads and other. The 
parameters within each category requires to be inserted as either YES or NO. Furthermore, the 
input Economic specifics are composed by WACC and inflation rate that are required to be 
inserted to discount the cash flows. The values of the two parameters: WACC and inflation can 
vary between zero and infinity but should represent realistic values.  

6.1.2 Output data 
The output data is divided into financial output and capacity output as demonstrated in Table 
11. These two categories provide an overall understanding of a project’s scope and profitability.  
 
Table 11. The output from the tool. 

 
The calculation of internal rate of return (equation (2)) and profitability index (equation (3)) 
follows the same logic as equation (1) used to calculate the net present value. The net present 
value is calculated as described in section 6.1 and are used as a measurement to determine the 
financial outcome for a wind energy project. The NPV allows the user of the tool to compare 
projects of similar size or different options of the same project. IRR is calculated as the rate of 
return for which the present value of a project’s initial investment equals the present value of 
the sum of all future net cash flows. IRR allows the user to compare projects of different sizes 
as the measurement is relative the project size. Profitability index (PI) is calculated by dividing 
the present value of the future net cash flows with the present value of the initial investment. 
PI allows the user of the tool to assess if the future expected cash inflows are greater than the 
expected outflows. In addition, the initial investment (CAPEX) in relation to the park size 
(MW) is calculated by dividing the present values of future CAPEX cash flows with the park 
size. Together, these profitability measurements give an overall indication of a project’s 
financial expected outcome.  
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Apart from calculating the financial expected outcome, additional capacity parameters are 
calculated. These are the park size, the annual production, the capacity factor and full load 
hours (FLH). The park size is calculated by multiplying the number of turbines with the 
capacity of each turbine resulting in a park size in MW. The annual production is derived from 
key factor 3, wind resource, that gives the expected annual power production. The capacity 
factor is calculated by dividing the number of hours a wind station is producing with the total 
number of hours per year. Full load hours are calculated by dividing the annual production with 
the park size, resulting in describing how many hours each wind turbine is producing at 
maximum capacity. Together, these capacity outputs give an overall indication of the efficiency 
and the size of the park.     

6.2 Determine important factors 

The last step in the research process was to determine the important factors that has an impact 
on a project’s outcome. This was executed through a sensitivity analysis by using the tool 
described in section 6.1. This step provides answers to the second research question (SRQ2). 
 

 
Figure 20. Location in the research process. 

 
The sensitivity analysis was conducted by starting from a standard project representing a 
realistic project for each park size and then changing one key factor at the time according to 
the equation (4) described in section 2.3. The specifics for a standard project for a small park 
are described in Table 12. As the value of WACC within Economic specifics is confidential, it 
is not public in this study meanwhile the inflation rate is set to 2%. Furthermore, the key factors 
examined were key factor 1-4 (civil works, grid, wind resource and electricity price areas). As 
key factor 5 (turbine technology) only consist of one option, turbine type 1, this factor was 
excluded from the sensitivity analysis.     
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Table 12. A description of a standard project representing a small sized park.    
Project specifics  
Current year 2019 
Construction year 2020 
Commission date 2021 
Site Specifics  
Park size Small 
# Turbines 12 
Electricity price area SE3 
Turbine type Type 1 
Average wind speed [m/s] 7,1  
Grid specifics  
Available capacity at regional station [MW] 100 
Existing transformer at regional station  NO 
Distance from windpark to regional station [km] 20 
Civil works specifics  
Roads  
New Site Roads YES 
Upgrade/Repaired Site Roads NO 
Upgrade/Repaired Access Roads YES 
Other  
Tree felling YES 
Snow shovelling & road maintenance during 
construction and WTG installation 

NO 

Economic specifics  
WACC [%] - 
Inflation [%] 2 

 
The standard project for a medium sized park is the same as described in Table 12, but the park 
size is changed to medium and the number of turbines is set to 24. The standard project for a 
large park size is the same as described in Table 12, but the park size is changed to large and 
the number of turbines is set to 87. Furthermore, the output parameter that was analysed was 
the key factors’ relative impact on IRR.   
 

● Key factor 1: Civil works 
To analyse the impact of civil works on IRR, worst cases and best cases were created for each 
of the park sizes. In the worst cases, all the parameters were inserted as YES, meaning that the 
costs for all parameters are included, meanwhile in the best cases where all the parameters were 
inserted as NO, meaning that no costs for the parameters are included. By changing the input 
parameters of civil works, a relative increase of IRR was obtained. See Table 13 for the worst 
and best cases as well as their relative increase of IRR for respective park size.  
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Table 13. A description of the worst and best cases for all the park sizes and their relative 
increase of IRR. 

 
 
As Table 13 demonstrates, the relative increase of IRR is approximately 4% from small to large 
sized parks. The variation is relatively small, which means that the change of IRR as a result 
of civil works can be analysed as independent of park size.    
 

● Key factor 2: Grid conditions 
To analyse the impact of grid conditions on IRR, worst and best cases were created for all the 
park sizes. In the worst case there was no available capacity at the regional station, no existing 
transformer at the regional station and the distance from wind park to regional station was 100 
km. In the best case there was 1000 MW available capacity at the regional station, a transformer 
at the regional station exists and the distance from wind park to the regional station is 1 km. 
Furthermore, by changing the input parameters from worst case to best case for all park sizes, 
their relative increase of IRR was obtained. See Table 14, for the relative increase of IRR when 
analysing grid conditions for all park sizes. 
 
Table 14. The relative increase of IRR when analysing grid conditions for the park sizes.  

 
 
As demonstrated in Table 14, the relative increase of IRR varies between 23 % to 65 % from 
large to small parks. For small parks, the higher increase can be explained by a relatively larger 
CAPEX cost for the grid connection, in comparison with large parks where the CAPEX cost 
for turbines is relatively larger. This will further impact the relative increase of IRR.    
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As demonstrated in Table 13 and in Table 14, the relative increase of IRR between worst case 
and best case for grid conditions compared to civil works are higher for all the park sizes. 
Consequently, the relative increase of IRR for grid conditions were further analysed to 
understand which of the parameters within grid conditions that have the greatest impact on 
IRR. See Figure 21, for the relative increase of IRR distributed over the parameters within grid 
conditions for all park sizes. For a detailed numerical breakdown over the parameters within 
grid conditions, see Appendix D.    

 

 
Figure 21. The relative increase of IRR distributed over the parameters within grid 

conditions for all park sizes.  
 
As demonstrated in Figure 21, the distance from wind park to regional station has the greatest 
impact on the relative increase of IRR regardless of park size. For small and medium sized 
parks, the distance to regional station comprises circa 90% of the CAPEX cost for grid 
connection. Meanwhile, for large parks, the distance to the regional station comprises 52,3% 
followed by available capacity that comprises 36,4% of the impact of IRR for grid connection. 
For small and medium sized parks this is explained by that only grid scenario 2 (no regional 
station required) or 3 (upgrade of current regional station required) is reasonable scenarios. 
While for larger parks, grid scenario 1 (a new regional station is required) is a possible scenario. 
The scenario 1 has the highest impact on CAPEX of the three scenarios, resulting in a larger 
relative impact on IRR for available capacity at existing station for large parks. 
 
Furthermore, the financial impact of the distance from wind park to regional station for each 
park size is demonstrated in Figure 22. The financial impact of the distance from wind park to 
regional station is greatest for small parks and the financial impact is lowest for larger parks. 
This is because the CAPEX cost for the distance from wind park to regional station comprises 
a smaller proportion of the total costs for larger parks.   
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Figure 22. The financial impact of distance from wind park to regional station for the three 

park sizes.  
 

● Key factor 3: Wind resource 
To analyse the impact of wind speed on IRR, scenarios were created for different electricity 
price areas and different grid scenarios. The key factor, Civil works has been excluded from 
this analysis as the relative impact on IRR was relatively small for civil works compared to 
changes in grid conditions. Electricity price area has to be included in this analysis as without 
an area, no revenue can be obtained. Within these scenarios, the wind speed was changed from 
6,5 to 8,5 m/s and the relative change in IRR was observed for different price areas. The wind 
speeds were set to 6,5 and 8,5 since these speeds are the most common wind speeds in Sweden. 
Figure 23-25 show the result of the sensitivity analysis conducted when changing key factor 3 
(wind recourse) for a small, medium and large park. In addition, the figures show the difference 
between the relative change of IRR for different grid scenarios. For data to Figure 23 to 25, 
see Appendix E.     
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Figure 23. Relative increase of IRR when changing wind speed from 6,5 to 8,5 m/s using data 

for a standard project for a small sized park. Different grid scenario is presented.  
 

 
Figure 24. Relative increase of IRR when changing wind speed from 6,5 to 8,5 m/s using data 

for a standard project for a medium sized park. Different grid scenario is presented.  
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Figure 25. Relative increase of IRR when changing wind speed from 6,5 to 8,5 m/s using data 

for a standard project for a large sized park. Different grid scenario is presented.  
 
As Figure 23-25 demonstrates, the relative increase of IRR varies between 93-153% for small 
parks, 76-115% for medium parks and 80-148% for large parks when changing wind speed 
from 6,5 to 8,5 in different electricity price areas. In addition, the relative increase of IRR is 
highest in SE2 and lowest is SE4. This is mainly explained by the value factor and the grid 
tariff that impacts the IRR differently in different areas. The relative increase of IRR when 
changing the wind speed does not vary significantly between grid scenario 2 (no regional 
station required) and 3 (update of current station required). Grid scenario 1 (new station 
required) will never occur for a park size smaller than 200 MW, hence the relative increase of 
IRR for small and medium parks in grid scenario 1 is not applicable. For large parks however, 
when changing to grid scenario 1, the difference of relative IRR is larger than for scenario 2 
and 3. This can be explained by that grid scenario 1 requires a new station to be built which 
has the highest CAPEX attributed of the three grid scenarios.   
 

● Key factor 4: Electricity price area 
To analyse the impact of the geographical electricity price area on IRR, the created scenarios 
for different wind speeds and different grid scenarios were used. Following the same logic as 
in the analysis of wind speed, electricity price area cannot be analysed without wind, as this 
would not give any revenue. The different grid scenarios are still included, and civil work 
excluded, as the relative impact is larger for changes in grid conditions than for changes in civil 
works. Within these scenarios, the electricity price area was changed between SE1, SE2, SE3 
and SE4 and the relative change in IRR was observed. Figure 26-28 shows the result of the 
sensitivity analysis conducted when changing key factor 4 (electricity price area) by displaying 
the relative increase of IRR when changing between the electricity price areas that gives the 
lowest and the highest IRR. Furthermore, the difference between the relative change of IRR 
for different grid scenarios is also presented. For data to Figure 26 to 28, refer to Appendix F. 
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Figure 26. Relative increase of IRR when changing between the different electricity price 
areas. The relative increase between the areas that gives the lowest to the highest IRR is 

presented for a small sized park.   
 

 
Figure 27. Relative increase of IRR when changing between the different electricity price 
areas. The relative increase between the areas that gives the lowest to the highest IRR is 

presented for a medium sized park.   
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Figure 28. Relative increase of IRR when changing between the different electricity price 
areas. The relative increase between the areas that gives the lowest to the highest IRR is 

presented for a large sized park.   
 
As Figure 26-28 demonstrates, the relative increase of IRR when changing from the worst to 
best case varies between 43-81% for small parks, 42-69% for medium parks and 46-92% for 
large parks when changing between the different wind speeds. Using the same logic for the 
different grid scenarios applicable as for wind resource, it is shown that the difference of 
relative IRR between the different grid scenarios is relatively small. Furthermore, the relative 
increase of IRR is lower when changing electricity price area for higher wind speed (circa 
40%), than for lower wind speed (circa 70-90%). Furthermore, for higher wind speeds, the 
variation between different park sizes is smaller in relative increase of IRR than for lower wind 
speeds. The area that gives the worst case for lower wind speed is SE1 in every case except 
when a new station is required (grid scenario 1) for a large park, where the worst case occur 
for SE2. For higher wind speed the area that gives the worst case is SE1. SE4 always gives the 
best case regardless of wind speed, park size and grid scenario. In addition, the analysis reveals 
that the electricity price area is more of importance at sites where the wind speed is low. 
 
To enhance a deeper understanding regarding the importance of the electricity price areas and 
how they affect the relative IRR when changing between different electricity price areas an 
analysis was made where the standard project as presented in Table 12 was used as a reference 
and the electricity price areas changed. The result of this analysis is presented in Figure 29.  
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Figure 29. Relative increase of IRR when using the standard project as reference (using SE3) 

and changing the electricity price area from this reference. 
 
The standard project is using SE3 as electricity price area, thus this is the reference used, as 
presented in Figure 29. The analysis reveals that the highest negative impact is obtained when 
changing from SE3 to SE1 and that the highest positive impact is obtained when changing from 
SE3 to SE4.  
 

● Cross analyses 
To deeper the understanding regarding the important factors and their relations between each 
other, cross analyses were conducted. These contributes to enhance the understanding 
regarding the key factors. Hence, provides answers to sub research question two (SRQ2). In 
addition, the analyse provides information towards a project developer regarding the relevance 
of the factors. The key factors included in this analyses were the factors analysed having the 
highest impact on relative increase of IRR, which were grid condition, wind resource and 
electricity price area. Civil works was excluded as previous analysis revealed that the impact 
on relative IRR was low. These analyses were conducted by holding IRR constant and 
analysing the wind speed required when changing the distance from grid as well as the wind 
speed required when changing the electricity price area. Furthermore, the cross analysis were 
conducted based on the standard project described in Table 12.  
   

● Grid - Wind 
The cross analysis of key factor 2 and 3, (Grid conditions and Wind resource) is presented in 
Figure 30. Within the analysis, the IRR were held constant meanwhile the parameters distance 
from wind park to regional station and wind speed were simultaneously changed. This provides 
information regarding the relationship of how much wind that is required, to obtain the same 
profitability (IRR) when the distance from wind park to regional station changes.  
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Figure 30. Wind speed required to compensate for distance from wind park to regional 

station if IRR is held constant.  
 
As demonstrated in Figure 30, the relationship between the wind speed and the distance from 
wind park to regional station can be described as linear. The analysis reveals by how much 
higher wind speeds that are required to compensate for the costs for the longer distances. 
 

● Wind resource - Electricity price area 
The cross analysis of key factor 3 and 4 (Wind resource and Electricity price area) is presented 
in Figure 31. Within the analysis, the IRR was held constant meanwhile the parameters 
electricity price area and wind speed were simultaneously changed. This provides information 
regarding the relationship of how much wind that is required within each electricity price area 
to obtain the same profitability.  

 

 
Figure 31. Wind speed required to compensate for changing electricity price area if IRR is 

held constant.  
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As demonstrated in Figure 31, the highest wind speed is required in SE1, followed by SE2, 
SE3 and SE4 in the descending order. Consequently, the analysis reveals that projects located 
in the electricity price area, SE1, requires higher wind speed to compensate for the costs within 
that area to obtain the same profitability as in the other areas. On the contrary, projects located 
in SE4, requires the lowest wind speed of all the areas to compensate for the costs to obtain the 
same profitability as the other areas.   

6.3 Summary of analysis 

The created tool to evaluate a project’s potential profitability is based on the input data as 
demonstrated in Table 10. A project’s potential profitability is measured and demonstrated as 
shown in Table 11. A summary of the results from the sensitivity analysis and the main 
conclusions is demonstrated in Table 15 and 16 respectively.    
 
Table 15. The key factors and their relative increase of IRR as a result of the sensitivity 
analysis.  

Key factor Relative increase of 
IRR, small park 

Relative increase of 
IRR, medium park 

Relative increase of 
IRR, large park 

1: Civil works  4%  4% 4% 

2: Grid conditions 65% 30% 22% 

3: Wind resource 93-153%  76-115%  80-148%  

4: Electricity price area 43-81% 42-69% 46-92%  

 
As demonstrated in Table 15, civil works has the smallest impact on relative increase of IRR 
and can be analysed as independent of park size. The relative increase of IRR within grid 
conditions is larger than for civil works and varies depending on the park size and thus requires 
to be analysed as dependent of park size. Small parks have the highest impact on the relative 
increase of IRR by 65%, followed by medium parks and large parks in the descending order. 
Further, wind resource has in general the highest impact of relative increase of IRR for all the 
park sizes. However, there are one exception where the relative increase of IRR within 
electricity price area for large parks are higher (92%) than the relative increase of IRR within 
wind resource for large parks (80%). The exception is mainly explained by electricity price 
area being of more importance than wind speed for large parks when wind speed is low. 
Moreover, the electricity price area has an impact on relative increase of IRR but the impact 
varies depending of park size. Apart from the exception, electricity price area has the second-
highest impact on the relative increase of IRR.  
 
The main conclusions from the sensitivity and cross analyses are presented in Table 16.   
 
Table 16. The key factors and main conclusions.  
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Key factor Conclusion 

1: Civil works • Impact of changes in civil works is relatively small and 
independent of park size.   

2: Grid conditions •  Impact of changes in grid is relatively larger on a small park 
than on a large park. 

• The distance from the wind park to regional station comprise the 
largest part of the CAPEX cost independent of park size. 

•  For a large park, grid scenario 1 (new regional station required) 
is applicable. This scenario has the highest impact on CAPEX 
of the three scenarios, resulting in a larger relative impact on 
IRR for available capacity at existing station for large parks. 

• The distance from wind park to regional station affects a small 
park more than a larger park as the CAPEX cost for the grid 
necessary is relatively higher for smaller parks.    

• To compensate for an increased distance from wind park to 
regional station, a higher wind speed is required to obtain the 
same IRR. The relationship can be seen as linear.  

3: Wind resource • The relative increase of IRR when changing wind speed is 
highest in SE2 and lowest is SE4. This is mainly explained by 
the value factor and the grid tariff that impacts the IRR 
differently in different areas. 

• The relative increase of IRR when changing the wind speed does 
not vary significantly between grid scenario 2 (no regional 
station required) and 3 (update of current station required). 

• For large parks however, when changing to grid scenario 1, the 
difference of relative IRR is larger than for scenario 2 and 3. 
This can be explained by that grid scenario 1 requires a new 
station to be built which has the highest CAPEX attributed of 
the three grid scenarios. 
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4: Electricity 
price area 

• The difference of increase of relative IRR between the different 
grid scenarios is relatively small. 

• The relative increase of IRR is lower when changing electricity 
price area for higher wind speed (circa 40%), than for lower 
wind speed (circa 70-90%). 

• For higher wind speed, the variation between different park sizes 
is smaller in relative increase of IRR than for lower wind speeds. 

• The electricity price area is more of importance at sites where 
the wind speed is low as the relative increase of IRR is higher 
for lower wind speeds. 

• The area that gives the worst case for lower wind speed is SE1 
in every case except when a new station is required (grid 
scenario 1) for a large park, where the worst case occur for SE2. 
For higher wind speed the area that gives the worst case is SE1. 
SE4 always gives the best case regardless of wind speed, park 
size and grid scenario. 

• The highest wind speed is required in SE1, followed by SE2, 
SE3 and SE4 in the descending order to obtain the same IRR in 
all electricity price areas. 

  
As seen, the conclusions presented in Table 15 and Table 16 answers the main research 
question, thus answering the two sub-research questions (SRQ1 and SRQ2). The answers are 
further discussed in section 7.1.  
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7. Discussion and conclusion  

This section presents the key findings and a discussion. In addition, the contribution and 
limitations of the tool and further work is also presented.  

7.1 Key findings and discussion 

This study aims to generate a tool that enables an evaluation of wind energy projects consisting 
of multiple factors at an early project phase. Consequently, one main research question (MRQ) 
and two sub research questions (SRQ1 and SRQ2) were created to address the purpose of the 
study. These research questions were further utilised to generate the research process that this 
study followed to establish the purpose of the study.  
 
To address the purpose of this study, key factors that are of relevance when evaluating wind 
energy projects at an early phase were required to be identified as the first sub research question 
(SRQ1) emphasizes. From empirical studies at the case company, eight key factors were 
identified, which answers SRQ1. The key factors are civil works, grid, wind resource, 
electricity price area, turbine technical conditions, technological turbine advancement, permit 
conditions and opposing interests. All the key factors have an impact on a project’s potential 
profitability at an early phase but the factor, wind resource, is emphasised to constitute most of 
a project’s profitability (Transaction Manager A, 2019). Moreover, the findings from the 
empirical studies are similar to the findings from the literature review where previous studies 
emphasise the same key factors to be of relevance when evaluating wind energy projects 
(Vindlov, 2015 A; EWEA, 2004; Svahn, 2018; EWEA 2019; Jiménez et al., 2018). However, 
previous studies emphasise two additional factors: financial costs and political environment, 
that have an impact on a project’s potential profitability (Jiménez et al., 2018; IRENA, 2012). 
As the financial costs depends on a company’s financing structure, only WACC were 
considered in the tool to discount future cash flows. However, the financial cost was not viewed 
as a key factor since the investment structure of a company is confidential and remains the 
same for all projects in which this factor becomes irrelevant when evaluating wind energy 
projects (Transaction Manager A, 2019). Moreover, the political environment was further 
conceptualised to fit with Swedish externalities in which the two key factors, permit conditions 
and opposing interests, replaced the concept of political environment.  
 
However, how and which of these factors that should be included and be quantified into 
monetary terms could not be determined by only examining the first research question. As the 
second research question emphasizes, an analysis of which of these factors that should be 
included in the evaluation was addressed. To generate a practical tool for evaluating wind 
energy projects at an early phase, the key factors were quantified monetarily. Findings from 
empirical studies demonstrated that the key factors: civil works, grid, turbine technology, wind 
resource and electricity price area were possible to quantify monetarily (Project Economist A, 
2019; Cost Engineer A, 2019). Thus, an elimination of the other key factors: technical turbine 
advancement, permit conditions and opposing interest were conducted. The key factor, 
technological turbine advancement was especially emphasized as a key factor that are difficult 
to forecast and will affect all projects equally thus this factor becomes irrelevant when 
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evaluating early projects (Transaction Manager A, 2019). Furthermore, the elimination process 
of the non-quantifiable key factors was also supported by findings from previous studies. 
According to Majumder (2015) it is of importance to evaluate factors that are feasible to 
quantify, there exists available information regarding the factor’s monetary value and the 
factors are of relevance when comparing its outcome. Hence, the key factors that did not fulfil 
the requirements stated by Majumder (2015) were eliminated. The elimination process resulted 
in five key factors that were further quantified.  
 
Furthermore, the five key factors were further quantified through scenarios based on empirical 
findings. These scenarios contained realistic cost and revenue assumptions for each of the key 
factor with the purpose to represent the reality. Contrary to this findings, previous research 
does not explicitly express cost and revenue assumptions containing real numbers for each of 
the factors. The studies rather focus on various cost and revenues items as for instance, O&M 
costs, electricity spot prices and CAPEX items, which are of importance to evaluate at an early 
phase (IRENA, 2012; De Oliveira & Fernandes, 2011). 
 
The relevance of the key factors was examined through sensitivity analysis. The findings from 
the sensitivity analysis revealed that wind resource has the greatest impact on a wind energy 
project’s potential profitability. This finding is also supported by findings from previous 
research where wind availability contributes to most of a wind energy project’s revenue 
(Vindlov, 2015, A). The other key factors: electricity price area, grid and civil works have an 
impact on a project’s potential profitability in the descending order for the majority of the 
scenarios analysed, and are hence of relevance in the evaluation in that order. However, the 
relevance of these factors was not possible to confirm or deny by the findings from previous 
research as these studies have focused less on weighing the impact of the factors (Mardani, 
2017; Kumar et al., 2017).  
 
Following the purpose of this study and by combining the findings from the two sub research 
questions, the main research question that emphasises how to evaluate wind energy projects at 
an early phase, was possible to answer. Findings from this thesis demonstrate that wind energy 
projects consisting of multiple, complex factors with high degree of uncertainty at an early 
phase can be evaluated by using the tool developed and utilising the information that is 
available at an early phase. The validity of the tool was also ensured through backtesting where 
the results revealed similar estimations regarding a project’s profitability between the modelled 
values and the values held by the case company.  

7.2 Sustainability implications  

The sustainability implications from an economical, a social and an environmental point of 
view are that the tool enables an early focus on the projects with the highest potential of having 
a high profitability. For the company studied, this gives a positive economic impact as money 
spend on investigating projects with lower potential of becoming profitable decreases. 
Furthermore, the early indication results in faster decision-making regarding investment 
decisions. For the society, to build more profitable wind energy projects have a positive impact 
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on the price of renewable wind energy for the consumers. In addition, more profitable wind 
energy projects have a positive impact on the environment as it influences the market towards 
more renewable energy resources.  

7.3 Contribution 

This study has three theoretical contributions and one practical contribution. Firstly, previous 
studies reveal that MCDM is commonly used analysis when evaluating renewable energy 
projects (San Cristóbal, 2011). In this study, MCDM analysis was used as the research analysis 
which the research framework was created from. The study confirms MCDM as a suitable 
analysis to use, when creating an evaluation model for wind energy projects. 
 
Secondly, previous studies reveal factors being of relevance when evaluating wind energy 
projects. These factors, except financial cost and political environment, were later confirmed 
by empirical studies as being, conditions for civil works, grid conditions, wind resource, 
electricity price area, turbine technical conditions, technological turbine advancement, permit 
conditions and opposing interests. However, this study contributes with insights that only 
conditions for civil works, grid conditions, wind resource and electricity price area can be 
quantified for the purpose of creating an evaluation tool at an early phase.  
 
Thirdly, previous studies have focused less on determining the relative weight of importance 
of the key factors. This study contributes by quantifying these factors and determining their 
relative weight of importance. In general, the factors can be weighted in the following order; 
wind resource, electricity price area, grid conditions and civil works where these factors have 
an impact on a project’s profitability in the descending order. These are in addition of 
importance, in that descending order, to include in an evaluation.  
 
Lastly, previous studies have focused less on project evaluation at an early project phase where 
the available information is limited. Therefore, a practical tool for project evaluation at an early 
phase has not been examined within previous research. Consequently, this master thesis 
contributes with an evaluation tool that assess the financial profitability of a project at an early 
project phase. Therefore, a suggestion for the management at the case company is to use the 
tool to compare different projects on the market and form investment decisions based on 
financial data. The tool enables an increased understanding regarding the key factors that 
influence a project’s profitability and their relative weight of importance. This enhance the 
project development process where different options can be evaluated by focusing on the key 
factors. The screening of the market for different projects can hence be executed using less 
resources and more potential projects could be evaluated. Furthermore, the tool facilitates an 
equal evaluation process for all projects, thus leading to a more standardised decision-making 
process where the case company can focus their resources on the projects most likely to 
succeed.   
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7.4 Limitations and further work 

Limitations of the created tool is that it is static in terms of not including technical 
improvements over the lifetime of a project. In addition, if a project is expected to initiate 
construction in a few years from now, technical improvements such as updates of the turbine 
capacity is likely to impact the production. This is however excluded as this is a factor with a 
high degree of uncertainty and this information is hard to predict and received in advance. 
When comparing projects however, the tool still gives a relative indication regardless of the 
technological advancement.  
 
The tool estimates the production to be constant over the lifetime of a wind energy park. 
However, the production may vary with the time and the tool does not consider these changes. 
Further work can therefore be to investigate whether this is the case, and to establish a 
relationship between loss of production and time.    
 
Moreover, the tool is static in terms of not taking different rotor diameters and hub heights into 
consideration. As only one turbine is used in the model, these parameters are fixed. If it is 
possible to find a relationship between different rotor parameters and power curves, this 
parameter could be variable to make the tool more dynamic. This however is considered as 
further work. In addition, wind speed increases with hub height and if it is possible to establish 
a relationship between wind speed and hub height, a given wind speed at a specific hub height 
could be inserted. Adding a desired new hub height leading to a new wind speed could also 
make the tool more dynamic. This is also considered as further work.   
 
The tool does not take uncertainties in the project process into account. When using the model 
at an early phase, construction year and commission year needs to be inserted. If the estimations 
for these are wrong, the actual profitability for the project deviates much from what is shown 
in the tool. However, as new information is available, this can be inserted in the tool and the 
input parameters changed, why this uncertainty is excluded from the tool.    
 
Taking these limitations into account, this study answers the research questions by providing a 
suggestion for how to evaluate wind energy projects at an early phase in terms of a practical 
tool. The tool uses the key factors of relevance to evaluate at an early phase and determines the 
factors relative weight of importance.     
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Appendix A 

Interview round 1 - selected respondents  
The selected respondents and their respective roles within the case company, the information 
provided during the interview, the date and structure regarding the interview round 1 are 
presented below. Interview round 1 provided mainly information regarding the project process, 
the early project phase and the factors that are of importance to evaluate at an early project 
phase.  

 

Position 
Description 
of the role 

Information 
provided 

Interview 
date 

Interview 
structure 

Project Manager 
A 

Managing 
projects, 
specialist in the 
early phase 

Information 
regarding the early 
project phase and 
factors of importance 
within this phase 2019-01-15 

Structured 
interview and 
seminar 

Project Manager 
Associate A 

Managing project 
transactions 

Factors of importance 
to evaluate within the 
early project phase 2019-02-05 Structured 

Head of Portfolio 
Transactions A 

Head of the team 
managing project 
transactions 

Information 
regarding the project 
process 2019-02-06 

Structured 
interview and 
seminar 

Project 
Development 
Manager, A 

Find and develop 
projects 

Factors of importance 
to evaluate within the 
early project phase 2019-02-07 Structured 

Project 
Development 
Manager, B 

Find and develop 
projects 

Factors of importance 
to evaluate within the 
early project phase 2019-02-12 Structured 

Project 
Economist A 

Managing project 
valuation 

Information 
regarding the current 
valuation process 2019-02-15 

Structured 
interview and 
seminar 

Project 
Development 
Manager, C 

Find and develop 
projects 

Information 
regarding the early 
project phase and 
factors of importance 
within this phase 2019-02-26 

Structured 
interview and 
seminar 
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Transaction 
Manager A 

Managing project 
transactions 

Information 
regarding the project 
process and factors of 
importance to 
evaluate within the 
early project phase 2019-02-26 Structured 

 
Interview round 2 - selected respondents  
The selected respondents and their respective roles within the case company, the information 
provided during the interview, the date and structure regarding the interview round 2 are 
presented below.  
 

Position 
Description of 
the role 

Information 
provided 

Interview 
date 

Interview 
structure 

Permit Specialist 
A 

Specialist within 
the permit 
process 

Information 
regarding the permit 
process in the early 
project phase 2019-02-20 Semi-structured 

Wind Resource 
Analyst A 

Calculates and 
evaluates wind at 
different 
scenarios 

Information 
regarding wind and 
different scenarios 
and how to calculate 
such scenarios 
monetarily  2019-02-22 Semi-structured 

Onshore Grid 
Specialist A 

Calculates and 
evaluates grid 
and grid 
connections at 
different 
scenarios 

Information 
regarding grid and 
different scenarios 
and how to calculate 
such scenarios 
monetarily 2019-02-19 Semi-structured 

Cost Engineer A 

Calculates and 
optimise costs for 
turbines 

Information 
regarding different 
turbines 2019-02-21 Semi-structured 
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Senior Project 
Engineer 
(Civil/Structural) 
A 

Calculates and 
evaluates civil 
works at different 
scenarios 

Information 
regarding the 
infrastructure, the 
foundation and 
construction 
operations and 
different scenarios 
and how to calculate 
such scenarios 
monetarily 2019-02-15 Semi-structured 

Transaction 
Manager A 

Managing project 
transactions 

Information 
regarding the 
electricity price areas  2019-03-22 Semi-structured 

Commercial 
Manager A 

Managing 
commercial 
aspects within 
Onshore O&M, 
including 
contract 
management, 
commercial 
projects and KPI 
performance 

Information 
regarding the costs 
for O&M 2019-03-21 Semi-structured 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix the interview questions are presented. They are divided according to round 1 
and round 2 of interview questions and are presented below.  
 
Interview round 1 - questions  
In the first round, questions regarding the factors that are critical at an early phase of wind 
energy projects was created. These questions were created with the purpose to provide answers 
to the initial step of the adopted framework to answer SRQ1. These questions were answered 
by the Project Manager, Project Manager Associate, Project development manager A, B and C 
and the Transaction Manager. The interviews followed a structured approach.   
 

1. Which factors are critical at the early phase of a project’s development to determine 
whether a project is going to be successful or not? List these factors and provide a 
short description of why these factors are critical.  
 

2. Why do you choose to further investigate a project and what makes a project 
interesting from your perspective? 

 
Interview round 2 - questions  
In the second round, deeper questions regarding the factors were identified that are critical at 
an early phase of wind energy projects is created. These questions were created with the 
purpose to provide answers to the following steps of the adopted framework to answer SRQ1 
as well as SRQ2. These questions were answered by the Permit Specialist, Wind Resource 
Analyst, Onshore Grid Specialist, Cost Engineer, Senior Project Engineer (Civil/Structural) 
and the Transaction Manager. The questions presented below composed the initial interview 
guide, however some questions were adopted accordingly to each area. The interviews 
followed a semi-structured approach.     
 

1. What type of information regarding your area is available at an early stage? 

2. How do you calculate the costs/revenue related to your area? 

3. Is it possible to calculate the costs/revenues related at an early stage? 

4. What inputs do you need when doing cost/revenue calculations (if possible) at an 
early stage?  

5. How do you get this type of information? 

6. If not possible to calculate at an early phase, when, in the project process, is it 
possible to get the necessary information?  

7. Is it possible to create general scenarios for the different costs/revenues depending on 
the scenarios? In that case, what are they? 
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8. What factors/which scenarios have the largest impact on cost/revenues for your area? 
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Appendix C 

In this appendix, an example of future market spot prices from Nasdaq.com is presented 
(Nasdaq, 2019). 
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Appendix D 

In this appendix, a breakdown of the parameters affecting grid conditions is presented as well 
as their relative weight in increase of IRR for a small, medium and large wind park.   
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Appendix E 

In this appendix the relative increase of IRR when analysing changes in wind speed as well as 
the difference between different grid scenarios are presented.  
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Appendix F 

In this appendix the relative increase of IRR when analysing changes in geographical electricity 
price areas as well as the difference between different grid scenarios are presented.  
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